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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
November 4, 1974
TO:

All Members of the Faculty

FROM:

John N. Durrie, Secretary

SUBJECT:

November Meeting of the University Faculty

The next meeting of the University Faculty will be held
Tuesday, November 12, at 3:00 £.rn. in the Kiva.
The agenda will include the following items:
1.

Approval of summarized minutes of meeting of October 8.
(Minutes attached.)

2.

Replacements on standing committees -- Professor Thorson
for the Policy Committee .

. 3- 4)

3.

Institution of a test requirement for all graduating
seniors -- Dean Weaver for the Entrance and Credits
Committee.
(Statement attached.)

· 5-ll)

4•

Proposed changes in the Faculty Constitution leading to
the creation of a Faculty Senate -- Professor Nason for
the Ad Hoc Committee on the Faculty Senate.
(Statement
attached.)
(NOTE: Since the proposal is for a change in the
Constitution, the matter must lie on the tabl e unti l
the December meeting, after which time it wi l l be s ubmitted to a mail ballot.)

.1- 2)

· 2-13) 5.

6.

Proposed policy statement on academic freedom and tenure
at UNM's Gallup and Northern Branches -- Pro f essor Cohen
for the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committ ee. (Statement
attached.)
Proposed change in section 4 of Academic Freedom and
Tenure Policy -- Professor Cohen for t he Academic Freed om
and Tenure Committee.
(Statement att ached.)

. S- 17) 7.

Proposal for Revised Freshman Admission Requirement s
Dean Weaver for the Entrance and Credits Committee.
(Statement attached.)

- 1 THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
November 12, 1974
(Sununarized Minutes)
The November 12, 1974, meeting of the University Faculty, held in the
Kiva, was called to order by President Heady at 3: 10 p. m., with a
qu orum present.
The sununarized minutes of the meeting of October 8 were approved as
dist ributed, without formal action.
Professor Thorson, for the Policy Committee, recommended the fol l owing
changes in standing committees: Professors Ladman and Scaletti for
Professors Eaves and Serrano on the Research Policy Commit.tee, and
Prof~ssor McRae to serve a two-year term on the Student Standards
Comnnttee; also Professor Snow to serve as chairman of t h e Scholarships, Prizes, Loans, and High School Relations Cammi ttee. These
reconunendations were approved by the Faculty.
~n a matter carried over from the October meeting, Dean Weaver rei~troduced a proposal, on behalf of the Entrance and Credi ts Cammi ttee,
~at the Undergraduate Program Aptitude Test be required of all
ache l or degree candidates during the fall semester of t h eir seni or
iear, starting in 1975; that preferably both the Aptitude and Area
. e;ts be required if time and finances permit, to provide richer
~n ormation to both the student and various colleges for curricula
0? ~lo~m7nt; and that the Field Tests. should be exclusiv ely a ~a~ter
th individual departmental determination. It was furt her specified
sa:~ stude:r:its would not be subject to any additional fees in order t o
ap isfy this graduation requirement. After discussion, t h e Faculty
proved the proposal.
Profes
·
Sen t sor Nason, on behalf of the Ad Hoc Committee on the Faculty
sti~u:~ propos~d the adoption of certain changes in the Faculty Con aso , ion l~ading to the creation of a Faculty Senate. Professor
saia nt~ mo~ion for adoption having been seconded, President Heady
discu ~t in the case of amendments the Constitution provides for
apart ssioi:i by the Faculty at two faculty meetings at least four weeks
by Pr' f this to be followed by a mail ballot. After a recapitulation
facu1~ essor Nason of the steps leading to the present proposal,
ents
members discussed the matter at some length, adv ancing arg u<Unendm oth for and against the establishment of a Senate . Two p roposed
reduct ~nts which failed to pass concerned the following:
( 1) a
to havion ~rom 10% to 5% of the members of the Voting Faculty required
and (2e) University Faculty review and reconsideration of Senate ac t ions;
delet·:-on of the provision for having the president
·
· t
Wo vice
appoin
of th. Presidents to voting membership and the deans t o elect three
e ir nUmb
1
.
Of the a·
e: as voting members o f t he Senate. At the cone us ion
iscussion, the President sa i d that the matter wou l d b e on

r
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:
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the agenda for additional consideration at the December 10 meeting.
Professor Merkx, for the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee,
introduced a proposed policy statement on academic freedom and
t enure at UNM' s Gallup and Northern branches. An amendment was
approved to delete a footnote relative to tenure recommendations
being made to vice presidents other than the Vice Pres i dent for
Academic Affairs, and an amendment which would have made mandat ory
the review and approval of tenure recommendations by appropriate
faculty groups. on the main campus was defeated. As amended above,
the policy statement was thereupon approved by the Faculty for
ratification by the Regents.
~ e meeting adjourned at 5:10 p.m.
John N. Durrie, Secretary
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
November 12, 1974
The November 12, 1974, meeting of the University
Faculty was called to ord er by President Heady at 3:10
p. m., with a quorum present.
PRESIDENT HEADY
The meeting will please come to
order . The item one is approval of t h e summarized mi nutes
of October eighth.
These were attached with call to this
meeting. Are there any corrections or revisions? If not,
the minutes will stand approved as distributed .
Replacements on standing committees.
Thorson for the Policy Cammi ttee.

Professor

PROFESSOR THORSON
On behalf of the Faculty Policy
Committee, I would like to move that the following appointments to standing committees be approved by t he General
Faculty:

A. J. To the Research Policy Committee, Professor
J . V. Ladman, Department of Anatomy, and Professor
Scaletti, Department of Microbiology.

Comm· To a two-year term on the Student Standards
ittee, Professor D. c. McRae, Department of Music.
HEADY
THORSON
HEADY

Approval of
Minutes of
October 8 ,
1974

Do you want to move?
I so move.
Is there a second?

(Several seconds.)
oPPosed HEADY
, "no. " Any discussion? Tho se in favor say "aye";
Motion is carried.

ask th THORSON
I have one more i tern .
I would like to
Jane Se General Faculty approve t he naming of Professor
Sc 01 now~ Department of Music, be chairman of the
onuni:~:e ~Ps, Prizes, Loans, and High School Re lations

Replacements
on Standing
Committees

2
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HEADY

Is there a second to that motion?

(Seconded. )
HEADY
Any discussion? Those in favor say "aye";
opposed, "no." The motion is carried.
Item three is a carry-over item on institution of
a test requirement for all graduating seniors. The material
on that was distributed to you on pages three and four in
the form of a memorandum dated March 4th, 1974.
I will recognize Dean Weaver to make t h is presenta tion on behalf of the Entrance and Credits Committee.
DEAN WEAVER
This proposal has been on the fac u lty
agenda now for the fifth time, so I hope t h at most of y ou
nave read it by now.
I got so far as presenting it t he
las t time, mich initiated some discussion, before we lost
tne quorum.
On behalf of the Committee on Entrance and Credits
I would like to move its adoption.

HEADY

Is there a second to the motion?

(Several seconds.)
HEADY
We will proceed with discussion.
recognize you to open the discussion.

I will

After the last faculty meeting an article
came o tWEAVER
.
mat· u in the Lobo that was fraught with some misinf ors l on about this program, and some of you had expressed
ome cone
b
.
.
st d
ern a out where this data or information on
pr u ents Would reside once the student had completed t h e
A~d it would be a matter that it would resid e
and e testing division records for access by colleges
c1m·d~partments and not in any stud ent's fol d er in the
a b~~lstrations
and Records office. But t her e was q ui te
1
of concern.

i/~~am.

ana 1

1 got a number of phone calls on that memoranda,
hope that will speak for that concern.

HEADY

Now open for discussion.

Tes t Req uirement for
Graduating
S eniors
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PROFESSOR CHAVEZ
Decisions on two items on
t oday's agenda, item one and item seven, proposed Senior
Exam Test Program in item seven, proposed change in
requirements, should be based on -- I am going to restrict
myself to item one -- should be based on objectives.
Now, I don't think we know what the objectives of
th is University are.
Indeed, I think we have formed a
committee to work on this very serious problem , and it is
ser ious . We have been here since 1889. And I don't know
how we, the Faculty, can make intelligent decisions on
thes e items without knowing wh at the objectives of this
University are.
Now, I am assuming that one school comes up with
a proposed objective for this University , that we will
have an opportunity to react to those proposed objectives,
to make modifications of those objectives , and hopefull y
send t h em on to the Board of Regents where, I presume ,
that t hey will again be examined and finally accepted .
Now, I am hoping that school, this committee -I hope that they are asking some questions that I would
~ike to ask if they haven't been asked already, and t ha t
~s , for example, what kind of student
what kind of
incoming student do we wish to enroll at UNM?

If we decide to change the present admission
~equirements -- and they are very much alike, these two
i~e~s -- namely , high school graduation, two point zero
minimum · Ar ewe going
·
· ·
to administer
ates t wi· th a
cutting
.
AC
score , for example? Are we going
to take the
b T , W~ich is very inappropriate for deciding who should
e admitted or who shouldn't or are we going to pick an
appr o ·
'
std priate test which would tell us something about the
u ent whic h we want?
Have they asked themselves what is going to be the
cutt ing s
pr
core if we have the duty to d ecide on a screen
oces s? I h
ope the Cammi ttee is ask ing i t s el f t h ese
kinds ·
of questions .

r~

gain
Certainly, the ACT I wouldn ' t recommend , if we are
coun:
do it for that, th e ACT wa s designed for
t· at e ing and adviseme n t .
I have yet to s ee it u sed fo r
Purpose, but t at' s what it was desi gne d for·
For e xamp l e, here's a nother questio n for the s choo 1

021

021---
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and for us: do we want a student body at this publicsupported state university, representative of the state
population, that is, do we want to have students from
all economic levels represented here at the university?
Do we want students from the other thirty-one counties at
this university? Do we want students from the small, rural,
isolated schools at this university as well as those in
the Northeast Heights here in Albuquerque?
These are very basic questions that I hope -- who
is addressing itself to when eventually we address ourselves to this discussion, we are going to have to think
about it.
To give an example of about an objective at my
ot er alma mater, the University of Michigan, has made a
decis ion to recruit minority students, and sinc e they don ' t
have enough in the state, they have gone out of state.
Now, they know that a lot of these students may not
be Well prepared for Michigan, so they have set up what
t ey call an academic retention program which is a program
consisting of thorough pre-college orientation, tutoring,
and counseling.
1.

Now, we have to make that kind of basic decision,
and I would ask this Faculty that before it votes on this
moti~n, that it consider seriously tabling this -- these
two items, but specifically item one, because that is
~nd~r discussion, until the university and we have
ecided what the objectives of this university are.
HEADY

Professor Murphy.

PROFESSOR MURPHY
I think it's a mistake to think
seas
the
same
thing.
Perhaps they connect in
People, s
.
Ult·
minds because they visualize them as affecting,
Un. imately, the makeup of the student body of the
lVersi t
y. But they are not the same thing.
Of the

a ITlat

The one which is under consideration now is not
ter
·
· ·
ins·lght of e n t ranee, it's
a matter o f giving
us some
be
as to how well we do our job, and as such, would
Very
1
we come informat ion.
or not My only question in regard to it would be whether
the departments would receive the funds necessary

02
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to administer the third test, which I would certainly
welcome . But how well we have accomplished our job, how
the students perform at the end of the trail, is not the
same thing as whom you admit.
HEADY

Professor Schmidt.

PROFESSOR SCHMIDT
I have raised issues about t h is
item at the end of the last meeting when we lost our quorum
which I am glad we lost, because it gives me an opportunity to raise those points again.
Perhaps for some people who left before the end of
the last meeting, first of all, some minor things about
t his proposal which I want to mention before I come to a
maj or objection.
I think sometimes when this Committee on Entrance
and Cred its brings reports to the Faculty here, some
people have forgotten the composition of that Committee.
They think of it as a committee of ourselves, of faculty
members who thought about an issue, looked at the evidence,
and then brings us something that they want us to vote on.
.

I remind you that the composition of this committee
by far and large a committee of the administrators,
namely, of deans or their delegates, and other named
members, of Which there are only three faculty members
on. that committee.
I think that whenever reports from
this committee -- we want to scrutinize them rather
c;refully as a faculty body in connection with the issues
0
th eeducation
and policy ' and remember the composition of
C
.
0 rnmittee which has brought them to us.
18

b f
Second minor point is that the report we have
ade ?r~ us gives us no indication of what the cost of
ministe ·
h
ring these tests is going to be, or where t e
money is going to come from.
cer t . 1 have no way of estimating what the cost is.
I
t
ainly would like this question answered, and given
e str ing
exists
ency of budgets, under which the Faculty now
Usea f' and the departments.
I could well see that money
sea t~r ~eaching purposes by hiring more faculty than
Whi c
give some test.
They will collect data somewhere ,
alth data are not being us ed f or a d vising, we are told ,
oug! at t l
..
·
1e ~a st meeting in response to a question

r

'

,,
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we were told it would be used for advising.
I hope that
issue is now straightened out and clear that it won't be.
The main issue I think that concerns me about such
tests, the one I began with last time, is that I think the
Un iversity of New Mexico -- and here I pick up in some
ways on the belated comments that Professor Chavez just
made - - I t h ink we exist in a unique context here in the
region of the United States, where we are faced with
linguistic problems on the part of preparation of our
students, that do not exist for the universities using
the se tests in other parts of the United States .
We have a fair proportion of students among us
whose mother tongue is not English.
I don't know how many
of you have taught such students, tried to teach English
as a second language to them, but when your mother tongue
is not English, you take such a test as this at any point
in your life, at a very serious disadvantage , no matter
how good tile teaching and training has been.
If we exist as a university here in New Mexico and
we ~re concerned to do something in the way of education
reg ionally for this section of the country, then, I think
we real ly have to be concerned with the character of such
an examination whose medium is English.
Now, connected with this point about o ne's mother
tongue, is a very strong reservation which I have about
such national examinations which should, so far as I
can
se e, and what I would call a monoculture , or rnono.
1lth'
.
. ic cultural product.
'rhis relates to some points
h
w lch p f
ro essor Murphy has just made.

s·
I think it's a mistake to assume that we want one
ingle t
.
product corning out of here, which has
Pa ssed a ype of
t .
.
wo 1
cer ain kind of test.
I would hope that we
u
d
have
·
·
from
.
very different kinds of products emerging
this university.

in
And if you give a test like this, which is made up
adeanother part of the country, which does not pay
quate tt
.
ex·
a ention to these linguistic differences t h at
1st in th
Product
e southwest, you are trying to produce a
comes ffrom here that will be like every fourth car that
0 f the assembly line.
1 don't want to do that.

I agree t ha t much more
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' .

serious investigations of these tests needs to be made.
I
would like to see a full report returned to a faculty
committee , not an administrative committee, to investigate.
I think I have said enough to indicate what I me a n
by a monocultural phenomena.
We don't live in that region.
I hope we never will.

HEADY

Professor Cr ow .

One point that seems to be somePROFESSOR CROW
what overlooked and I don't know exactly what kind of
effect you think this will have, that will not effect t h e
graduation of the student, but we seem to be looking at
it strictly from our own perspective .
Too, there is also feedbac k to the student on t h is
on their own so-called achievements in relation to t he
teaching t h at they have received , the education t h at t hey
have received, and somewhat relative to the rest of the
~ untry in terms of their capabilities.
So long as they can get t h at kind of information ,
it should be h elpful to them.
HEADY

Professor Jonas .

PROFESSOR JONAS
Yes, I would like to speak as a
P~rson whose mother tongue is not English, and I would
!~~e to ~p eak as a person who wanted in high time o f
t irty-five years, didn't know a v erb of English; o nly
echnically "yes" and "no . "
go.
However, if I may argue, I was very, very happy t o
th in a Very, very demanding institution, at least to l e arn
th~ elements of this kind of language, and to learn someEn~~~ Which is called sort of (n ot understandable ); it is not
J.sh, exactly.

th t
N~w, I would like to also say to Pro f essor Chavez
a he is t
.
.
.
"iji t
rying to formulate this kind of basic q u e s tion,
Pla~ ?~re we here for, wha t is t h e aim of this kind o f
sail~ I would l i k e to say t h at t h e aim of the ship is
high l.ng , and the aim of t h e univers ity is an education o f
er lear ·
educat.
. ning · And we a re s i mply her e to h ave an
high ion i n highe r l earning and to have an e duc at i on in
er learning we must have'entries here wh o are able to

02
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understand our faculty.
So, in other words, our aim is, as I see it,
certainly not a very, very elementary type of remedial
type of education, but we do have here a good faculty,
thank God, and we should be able to use this kind of good
faculty to be able to come in and lecture to persons who
have been accepted.
Now, I am very, very sensitive to the needs of
minority students.
I know what does it mean not to know
the language and to be put in a class.
However, minority
students and students with another kind of basic language
would benefit considerably more if the standards and the
educational s tandards would be raised in this university.
Many , many of them are wasting their time.
This is my personal
HEADY
Mr. Clark.
student delegation.

MR. CLARK

evaluation.
Mr. Clark is a member of the

I would like to make a number of

comments
from a student's point of view, in that any
re
·
quirement that is placed upon a student -- and that's
t~e feeling I get from a number of comments that this
win be a requirement -- and judging from the last state~ent , students will not be subject to any additional fees
in order
Only
f · to satisfy this graduation requirement, that it's
. air to allow students time to prepare to meet any
requirement.
Now, the seniors, the graduating seniors of this
t:;r ' ~ave let's say designed their course accomplishment
if ~~gn the four years in order to meet their goals. Now,
re .ey Were not aware that there would be an additional
quirement O f
·
wh t
a comprehensive, let's say test, to see
e~t they learned, then they may have met certain requireint s early in their four years and concentrated in t heir
erests ·
h
·
reg uired
.
in
t
e
last
four
years,
so
now
they
are
being
to
.
fact __
pass an examination that they have not, in
y

requ · WEAVER
-- general calling?
irement achievement. "

No, there was of "No

Okay, that's part of the problem.

There's

-
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some uncertainty on what this is.
Then, if it's not a requirement, then, my question
i s, will the results of this score of this test ever be
made available to any other institution that a student
may apply to?
WEAVER
There's no required level of achievement
by a student on any of the tests.
It also does not carry
with it any transcript reporting services like the
separate Graduate Record Examination, so when he tak es
the t est here, it stays here; institutional research
purposes and, hopefully, for some student, input i n
counseling opportunities.
CLARK
Okay.
Th en, I would assume t h is test is
strictly for an assessment of the university , am I
correct? Okay, t h en, why is -WEAVER · Primarily; secondarily, the students.
Let 's say if we pass this today, it's not as if it's
~ing to be effective for the people completing requirements here in December, or probably even students
completing requirements in May.
Probably we are tal k ing
about ' 75, '76 at the earliest.

1.

CLARK
Okay, tha:'s certainly something we woul d
lke to hear, al though I would like to se~ it pushed back
~rhaps a little further in order to allow a little more
~reparation time, because I think -- no, I think -- I
ear some unrest, but I do think students design their
own
· own program to this
· univ
· ersi· t y, in
·
th cours es or their
e Order in which they take classes.

but

Okay.
I don ' t really want to ti e up all your time ,
a another question I want to bring up is, if it's an
ssessment f
·1
·
student w tor.the.un~versity, and voluntari y, intcahs e a
h'
ans it, is i t necessary for t h e stud ent o a v e
l s name on the test?

t est be In dother words, what I am saying, s houldn't this
ass
ma e Voluntary for the stud ent in terms of a n
de~sment of h is own a b i lities , i f that' s what he wish es?
lf this
·
·
effe ctiven
.
university
wishes an a ssessment o f its
ould ac ~ss, then t h ere's no n ecessity f o r a name . You
is
quire t h e same typ e of informat i on from as s e ssing
COlleg
e or Wherever he got his degree from.

02
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WEAVER
I don't think we can lose sight of the
fact that the program can benefit the individual student.
CLARK

In that case, he could voluntarily put his

HEADY

Further discussion?

name.

PROFESSOR BECKEL
I have this one question.
I
don 't understand why we would give an undergraduate an
aptitude test in the senior year.
It seems to me that the
test is misnamed, or we are giving it at the wrong time.
rfuat , actually, will we gain from an aptitude test in the
senior year, what information that is useful?
PROFESSOR YOUNG
am Rod Young, testing division,
and I could speak to that.
I have consulted with Professor Jim Moore, formerly
witn the testing division, about this particular question
and one of the main kinds of uses this particular program
offers is the i tern analysis where instead of just simply
gross scores on the different sections, which you also get
~ breakdown of the kinds of questions and the kinds of
information that the student tends to either excel in or
demonstrate some weaknesses in, and granted an aptitude
test is primarily something that comes in advance, but if
you look at it as something like an aptitude achievement
~est , and that is how it is described, then you can break
~t.down into its parts and look at it in part in rel a tionip to the types of groups of students who take them.
As a way of giving feedback to the student that
Yes , You do have a kind of strength that might be simply
useful f
lo .
or graduate school, and you have a way of
b oki~g at yourself in relationsh ip to others who might
s: going on to graduate school, and in just general
1 rengths and weaknesses, and the same way t h at it would
Ook at th .
.
e institution.
HEADY

Dean Huber.

. 0 EAN HUBER
I think a couple of comments.
We
Un ~uired What was the graduate record examination at this
iversit f
.
cla
Y or all graduates up through t he graduating
exa:s of ~968, if I am not mistaken.
The graduate record
' as it then existed, which was the general exam,
re
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called the area test, testing in the humanities and social
sciences and the sciences, resulted in each student taking
it receiving his or her own score, so that he or she
could determine in the light of whatever curricula they
carried, whatever kind of program they put together, t h eir
relative strengths and weaknesses in those areas of
discipline.
The student received the score, the rest of the
data, as far as the university was concerned, was kept in
the then testing division, and was used as aggregate data.
~d it took all the students who were taking education
degrees, arts and science degrees, engineering degrees,
separately and reported to the colleges their mean with
regard to previous years' means in each of those colleges,
as well as how their students and the aggregate of UNM
students stacked up for national means for ANS graduate,
engineers graduate, education graduate, with the result
that if a particular faculty of a particular college on
the campus felt that they had a curriculum that really
was not affording the student sufficient exposure by its
structure to one of these basic areas, and the premise,
of course, was that some introduction at least, or some
f ami· 1 iarity
·
with each of them was the mark of he or she
who received a baccalaureate degree, that they would then
modify their curricula.
Some colleges did modify it, their curricula.
Ot ers did not.
The result was the information, though,
was
·
k. available for those fa cul ties who cared about these
t inas of things.
Never was the individual's scores put,
/ the best of my knowledge, in any master file or record
hor that student, only his scores to himself or to
erself.
it
And that is the way it would be anticipated, were
a to be reinstituted. And the only question is, as far
s:u~ am concerned, do you wish to afford the individual
tak ent at a no-cost as distinguished from if they must
gra~ graduate record type examinations to get in the
uate school of their ci1oice, at a cost?
~at

Do you wish them to have this kind of information

Weak they can compare themselves and their strengths and
.
.
.
and nesses w·J. th others heading in the direction
o f various

sunar

Y Professional and graduate schools or not?

2
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And secondly, do you want to reinstitute the k ind
of information we always did have, but which we no longer
have, with regard to what kind of impact has your particular curricula of your particular college and department
had on the student from the time they entered until the
time they leave?
The most important part is not comparing oneself
with , for instance, national norms, or even group norms,
unless you wish to do so; but rather, establishing a
baseline which we have a lready got from all of the years
t at it was given, to continue that bas e line and compare
back to it to determine what is happening.
If you don't want to know what's happening, well,
then , I would object . to it.
If you are objecting on the
confidentiality of record s, though , there is no base for
objection there.
If you are objecting on the basis of
cost , perhaps there migh t be an objection.
The only objection I can see, though, to this sort
of thing would be that you just don't want to look at
Your own curricula.
HEADY

Other discussion?

Professor Bock.

PROFESSOR BOCK
As usual, these days, I find
myself on t h e fence.
On the one hand, I don't see this
as a terrible conspiracy to undermine our students' sel f
image .
Particularly useful to the vast majority of
students and the vast majority of faculty members, I a m
concern d b
e a out the cost, and I hope we can have some
response to that.
th.
. I guess the only thing I d o want to raise is, I
s lnk it's fairly generally accepted that motivation has
ome bas. f
.
a
is or performance on the test.
This may not be
ju::q~ireme~t that you pass this test, but apparently it 's
requirement that you show up.
on the :hat.will happen to the studen t who does~'t show up
wait
PP0 inted days or day? Will, you know, he have to
e d to get his degree after the next round of testing if
· then? Is this, you know, that k'ind o f
ab 501oesn't t a k e it
Ute requirement, and if this is the only motivation
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to the vast majority of students, I don't see how the test
would have any meaning at all. You have nine out of ten
people walking in that will fill the requirement as soon
as they sign their name and put one little tip on the IBM
card , that's it.
It doesn't seem to me to have any great
value.
HEADY

Do you have any information on the cost?

WEAVER
Last winter when it was first being investigated by the Committee on Entrance and Credits, the testing
estimate in terms of the administering the program, not
includ ing the field test, was fourteen thousand dollars a
year.
HEADY

Fourteen thousand ?

WEAVER
Yes. At the time it was indicated from
the Administration that it could be made available, but
that was, of course, about nine or ten months ago.
HEADY

Further discussion?

Professor Beckel.

BECKEL
Well, I think Dean Huber has given some
convincing arguments as to why area tests might be useful,
but I don't understand why aptitud e testing would be
useful in the senior year.
If we do them we ought to do
them in th e f reshman year.
·
What are we going
to learn?
That the student's aptitude changes in three years?
fir st

On the basis of what I have heard, I oppose the
,
portion of the proposal.

HEADY
Anyone else that has not spoken that wants
to speak?
Professor Travelstead -- excuse me , Professor
Zepper.
that
PROFESSOR ZEPPER
To answer Charles, the committee
done discussed this, we were looking at what could be
u . to assess l egitimately what is being done at the
niversit
Y of New .Mexico in terms of education .
' is
· not a strict aptitude test where it is
someth. Th 15
tion J.ng that cannot be changed or influenced by educa· d e sec t ion
·
of th. These are very similar to what the aptitu
\.Jno me GRE would be. Therefore we felt for the student
ay desire to enter institu~ions that issue GRE, it
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would provide that information and it would also give an
assessment of how well have the learning functions of the
University of New Mexico -- regardless of curriculum
affected these generalized skills for learning?
We do have from the ACT a type of aptitude test
score which could then be compared, the percentiles, with
a particular institution that is in that program, and many
of which are in the same undergraduate testing program.
At the senior or junior level, it could be given at
either level, but there wouldn't be any reason to give it
earlier, the aptitude.
Possibly t he area test could be
given early and modify their programs to improve weaknesses, but the aptitude should not be affected that great
amount by waiting.
Then you could compare where our percentiles ar e
after college education in the comparable type of test,
to see if there's been an impact on the educational
pr~gram, have we been doing a good job with these students,
maintaining their percentile rank ing, or have they gone
below or have they gone above and doing a better job.
HEADY

Professor Alexander.

PROFESSOR ALEXANDER
I just wanted a little infor~ation. · It seems to me I recall when this was discussed
ast time that this test would not be a substitute in any
~ay for the GRE, and those students that wanted to go on
~nto colleges, graduate schools, requiring GRE, would also
ave to take that test. At
least, this is the way I
remember it.
fo r th Now, if this were to be a substitute for the GRE
s
ose students that wanted to have it, then, I could
some merit in it.
But if we are going to have to
e themE, also, to go on into graduate school, I don ' t
see much m .
er1t to this one.

t::

Would you clarify that?
HEADY

Do you want to respond to t h at?

gradu t WEAVER
It is my understandin g that t h e undera e Program has no transcript services with i t, you

02Z
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know those results would not be transmittible to another
graduate or professional institution, right?
ZEPPER
It's not a substitute, but it has been
statistically correlated with it. So the student would
have some indication how well they would do on the GRE,
if it's required .
WEAVER
They would have a personalized indication
but they would still have to take the GRE if it's required
by that institution.
HEADY

Professor Chavez.

CHAVEZ
Well, the arguments I hear for this
test ing program for curricular revision, priority
setting, et cetera.
Now, the ACT's are supposed to do,
ACT scores are supposed to give us some indication of
~etting priorities and alloting monies. We haven ' t done
it. We could use more academic advisors, s maller classes,
we could use more English tutor al classes.
We haven't done it with ACT. What makes us think
we are going to make some economic changes because of this
examination? And the cost, incidentally, is nine dollars
per student .
Now, if the student really -- you are right, t he
aptitude test is to give the student some indication of
how he might do on the GRE .
Really, that's what it is all
:bout. If the student is that curious I would suggest
~t he pay for i t . I don't -- like the gentleman said a
wh lle ag 0
·
t
, most professors and most students are not going
0 use this data.
.Now, all that is going to happen, I am afraid, of
th ' i s going to happen again . Somebody is going to get
al~s~itest scores for seniors, and they are going t~ play
Sch
nds of games with them.
We have got the public
Ools sc
d
.
be
are to death.
Heaven knows, they are going to
~ operating
ten solids of science and six solids of math .
are sea .
bod
ring the population out, the teacher s and everyy ' and I am no t sure this
· is
· JUS
· t i· f i· ed.
this

FACULTY MEMBER
CHAVEZ

I think they should be scared .

If that's so, it would have good effect,
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but I doubt it .
Secondly, again getting back to these objectives,
assessments should be based on objective. Now, I would
like to see the department that has agreed on its objectives. Now, if you can get a department to agree on the
obj ectives, I might favor the area - - the field test.
But even so, even if they agree on the objectives, I
wou ld recommend that these professors in that department
get a copy of tha t test and check each i tern to make sure
that indeed that test is examining the items that
~pposedly they are teaching.
So I would again recommend to the faculty, I am
not making a motion, but recommend to this faculty to table
this until objectives are set, and at the minimum turn it
down.
HEADY

Dean Wollman.

DEAN WOLLMAN
HEADY
a second?

I move the previous question.

Previous question has been moved.

Is there

(Several seconds . )
h
HEADY
Been moved and seconded.
I don't think I
ave to explain that. We will now vote on the motion on
the previous question.
.
. f avor p 1 ease say II aye;
II
Those in
opposed , "no . " The motion is carried by two- thirds vote
and that means we will now vote on the merits of the
motion before us .
The motion as was made by Dean Weaver, substance
of ·
. it is on page four of the materials: to institute a
test requirement
for graduating seniors.
tho
Those in favor of the motion, please say II aye";
s O s~ opposed, no." The chair is in doubt.
I think we
u d have a division .
11

w .

that . f e Will have a standing vote first and count after
the ml .we have to. Those in favor -- those in favor of
easi otion Please raise your hand.
I think that may be
er to get.
Those opposed to the motion -- I think the

2~
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motion is clearly carried.
body wants it.

We will have a count if any-

The motion is carried.
HUBER

Mr . Chairman .

HEADY

Dean Huber.

HUBER
I would like an expression on the part of
the Faculty with regard to when this should be implemen ted,
or when you feel it should be implemented.
I don't have
any real suggestions, but I am not quite certain since
it's not in the catalog as an all-University requirement
that it would be appropriate to say it must be this year.
And also, it might create some problem in organ izing
it . I would have to defer to the director for testing for
that· Perhaps it should be in the ca ta log for the next
year beginning '7 5 .
HEADY
specifies this
this far along
Plated that it
WEAVER

I have assumed, Dean Huber, t h at since it
be done in the fall semester, and we are
in this fall semester, it was not contemwould be done this year.
Is that right?
That's right,

'75-76.

.
. HEADY
The plan of the Committee, as I understand
i t , is now that this is passed would be to ask graduating
sen·10
'
rs in the fall of 1975 to take the exam.
BOCK
HEADY

Point of information.
y es.

BOCK
Has the Faculty now approved that only the
student t k
.
.
al l
a es this exam that shows up for it? Is he
owed to graduate if he doesn't show up?
l
HEADY
a 1 seniors
ot er things·

This motion says it was a requireme nt o f

I assume it's a requirement just as various
are a requirement.

PROFESSOR LOGAN
HEADY

Mr . President.

Professor Logan .

,..
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LOGAN
Would you please record that I object on
the point of personal privilege that I was not recognized
to speak to this issue when I violently disagree with the
decision? I guess it's been made, here it is, but I was
not recognized.
HEADY
any point.
LOGAN

I did not see you asking for the floor, at

All I

can do is - - well, I can shout, but --

HEADY
Maybe if you will glare at me I will realize
that you are asking for the floor.
I am sorry, I thought
I had recognized everyone.
LOGAN
decision.
ZEPPER
HEADY
other way.

I

am sorry, I

just think it's a very bad

Another question.
There may be others, the vote went the

LOGAN

That's right, I just wanted it reported.

HEADY

Professor Zepper.

ZEPPER
Yes, I think it should be clarified that
there are several recommendations here, and which one has
actually been passed .
The minimum was that the aptitude
test would be given, and there is confusion because there
Were
·
·
the sev
. era 1 options
made available
to the Facu1 t?, and
Y did not choose any particular one of the options.
test
One, that the minimal program would be the aptitude
mone' a preferable program, but which would cost more
a t. Y and take more time from the student, would be the
P itude and area test.

ava1. 1ab1And further, the last one, that it would be made
rota tin e to . departments who desire pos~i~ly ~n a.
field g basis, the possibility of participating in the
'
b'
'
ana t o Stud'
det ies · one e they have determined thel.r o J ecti ves,
obJ' e ctives.
.
ermine whether the field study measures those
HEADY

My understanding, Professor Zepper, I am
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not sure, since the motion was a repeat of the motion of
the last meeting, was that the Faculty was bing ask
s
to whether it adopted the recommen ation int e next to
e last paragraph, on page four .
ZEPPER
WEAVER
departments .

Still options under that paragraph .
Field test would be up to the in ividu l

ZEPPER
And, then, do we go to the min'rnal progr m
or t e preferable program, as mentioned in th n x to th
last paragraph on page four?
HEADY
Well , those are not decis'ons obv'ou
<le by adoption oft at motion, as I underst nd h
motion .
We will proceed to item four: proposed ch ng
the Faculty Constitution leading to the er tion of
Faculty Senate, Professor Nason for the Ad Hoc Cornmi
on the Faculty Senate.

y

in

Now, since we are discussing here apropos
change in the Faculty Constitution, I w nt to call to your
attention that the matter can be brought before th
Faculty today in the form of a motion, and then 't can b
discussed today . It will need to be carried over to our
ecember meeting for furt er discussion, and then in
line witi the amendment to the Faculty Constitution that
w s adopted at the last meeting, and which has since be n
ratified by the Regents, there would be a mail r fer ndum
llot on the proposal after the December meeting .
So I would suggest, Professor Nason, that before
iscussing the proposal, you make the motion sot at e
iill have this matter before the body in case we los
quorum as we have on previous occasions, and t1en h v to
st rt all over again.
PROFESSOR NASON
Precisely what I propose to do,
ana then, if I may, Mr . c airman, I would like bout three
m·nutes to recapitulate very briefly some oft e t ings
Ve been over in the process of losing quorums in previous
eetings.
I, therefore, move the adoption by this Faculty of
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the proposed change in the Faculty Constitution leading to
the consideration of a Faculty Senate.
These you will find
on pages five to eleven of your current agenda, such
changes to constitue an amendment to the Faculty
Constitution.
HEADY

Seconded?

(Several seconds.)
HEADY

It's been seconded.

NASON
Thank you.
I think you are all awar e that
th is Faculty, on -- in May of '73, charged an ad hoc
committee elected by it, with bringing to you a proposal
f or such a senate structure.
We are not discussing whether the Faculty wants
or doe s ·n ot want a senate, we are rather proposing t he
mode l which is in response to its request that a s e n a te
be d evised, or designed.
Under the vagaries of our present town meeting
s t yle of operation, the presentation of this proposal has
been thwarted twice.
I think Bob Weaver's batting average
i s a little higher than those.
But, nevertheless, in view of those delays it was
apparent that a Faculty Senate could not become operative
until the beginning of the 75-76 academic year, and we,
therefore, chose to defer pressing the matter until that
of the amending procedure itself could be studied and
acted upon by this body.
The ad hoc committee consisting of elected members
Cottrell, Christman, Hillman, Merkx, Prouse, and Nason,
and ex officio members Regener representing the Policy
Committee, and Walker succeeding Hamilton in represen tat ion of AF•T, has by this date circulated f our s eparate
drafts of a Faculty Senate proposal.
The firs t was accompanied by an urgen t reques t f o r
fe edbac k from the Faculty whic h , by t h e wa y, was re c eived
and much of which was incorpora ted . Th e s econd dra ft was
~ccompanied by a series o f rational e s in 1h ' ch substantive
i ss ues invol v ed in the c o mmittee ' s ~el i ber lions were
Pretty tho r oughly explained .
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The third and fourth incorporated refinements
resulting from the discussion of this proposal not only
with individuals but also with college and department
faculty meetings which were set up for the expressed
purpose of ventilating these kinds of issues.
The proposed amendment has the effect of delegating
legislative functions to a representative body, the Faculty
Senate, to be elected by members of the voting Faculty,
but the voting Faculty reserve certain of its prerogatives
and initiatives as well as rights of review and referendum
under the structure of the proposed senate.
This document purports to deal only with the
Constitutional changes required to set a new structure in
motion.
It does not pretend to spell out all of the
bylaws or other operational detail, better left probably
to the deliberations of the elected members of such a
body.
It further leaves to the projected electoral constituents considerable discretion in matters relating to
their own representation and concedes certain important
rights of initiative, referendum, and even direct address
to the voting Faculty, including, I should urge, the
capacity to modify the Senate structure or even abolish
it, if it should see fit at some future time.
Since there is ample provision for such change as
may be dictated by experience, the ad hoc committee
having deliberated long and dutifully and researched
this issue rather carefully, feels that bearing -- barring
the revelation of some serious academical problem at this
point, this proposal should probably be placed on the
table essentially as it is submitted today, which is to
say, without great substantive change.
With those remarks, then, I would step aside for
floor discussion.
.
HEADY
All right.
The proposal is up for general
discussion, and I might remind the Faculty that we have
~ealt with this sort of matter in the past, that we -- it
is.appropriate not only to discuss the desirability of
this kind of a change, but it is also possible to consider
and approve amendments as to details, either at this
meeting or at the next meeting, before it is submitted for

,,
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final action in the mail ballot.
Professor Regener.
Mr . President, I may want to
PROFESSOR REGENER
use the blackboard. May I?
HEADY

Yes, come on up, please.

REGENER
Mr. President, this matter was not a
matter for the Policy Committee to discuss as Marshall
ason pointed out .
This was the business of the Senate
Committee, and, therefore, speaking for myself only today,
but I was on the committee as an ex officio member and I
think the committee deserves the appreciation of the
Faculty for the dedication to this job that they have
e .. ercised for t·1e better part of a year in very many
meetings.
I think that the proposal can probably be discussed
int e context of three features of it. One of them, the
central feature, of course, is the constitutional change
which is precisely outlined at t he bottom of page one,
which is page five of today's agenda, under section six (a),
Faculty Senate .
There is to be created the Faculty Senate, to which
the responsibility of the University Faculty set forth in
Section Two of the Constitution, are hereby de legated,
with two exceptions.
One of t h em, responsibility of
initiating and/ or approving changes in the Constitution,
and the other responsibility of approving candidates for
academic degrees . And then the responsibilities assi gned
to the Freedom and Tenure Committee remain with the
general Faculty.
These three items are exceptions to t he delegation
of the responsibilities of the University Faculty, a
delegation which is made a part of the constitutiona l
change now before us.
In other words, a delegation which can be reversed
only by another constitutional c hange .
The second main feature of the proposal is the compo~ ition of the proposed Senate, and t he third feature
Which is a central feature of the proposal is the nature
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of the referendum by which the Faculty can consent or
dissent from the decisions of the Senate.
I would like to use the blackboard to first indicate the composition of the proposed Senate, in the context of the idea that the Senate would convey to the
Faculty mechanism for effective action, it is called a
Faculty Senate which is, t erefore, intended to be, as I
see it, a vehicle for the Faculty to reach decisions, and
one should perhaps, therefore, look at the proposed composition of this Senate as to the proportion of Faculty
and Administration .
In putting this on the blackboard, I am not taking
the position that it is bad to have administrators on a
Faculty body to reach decisions . We do need administrators . But I would like to perhaps put down on the board
the ratio as to Administrative representation now, and
Faculty representation now, and then Administrative and
Faculty representation as it is envisioned in this
proposal .
I would like first to put down the voting membership as it is now, and the voting membership as it is
proposed in the Senate.
I will use this blackboard over
here, for voting membership, and first the general Faculty
as it is constituted now. And here are two columns,
Faculty and Administration, and the total.
At the present time the general Faculty consisting
I believe of seven hundred ninety-three .
NASON

Eight hundred twenty- eight.

REGENER
HEADY

Nonadministrative?
Eight twenty- eight.

REGENER

Nonadministrative Faculty members --

MR . DURRIE

Excuse me, I am going to arrive at the

f'~gure of eight hundred and twenty, which is less than we

discussed yesterday.
seven hundred ninety-three Faculty
members nonadministrative, and twenty-seven administrators,
and that comes out to be eight hundred twenty total.
REGENER

That's general Faculty, now.

In the
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proposed Senate, the voting membership would run like
this: sixty- seven Faculty members would have a vote, five
admini strators would have a vote, for a total of seventytwo .
Something should be said, perhaps, about the
quorum . At this particular point the general Faculty has
a quorum of eighty-two, it's ten percent. The Senate
quorum h a s not been discussed as far as I remember, and
it is not in the document anyhow . This could be decided
later, but one might perhaps think of the Senate deciding
for itself to have a quorum of something like fifty or
something of that nature.
So at the present time a decision can be reached
by forty-two Faculty members in the Senate . The decision
might be reached by perhaps twenty-s i x -- forty - three
votes in the Faculty meeting and in the Senate it might
take something like twenty- six , which is the majority
out of fifty, depending on the quorum that the Senate
will decide on .
Now, I have here a talking membership in contrast
to the voting membership, and in the present general
Faculty everybody is talking , potent i ally talking, and,
therefore, the Faculty -- and for the total, we have
the same figures as we have on the other side, seven hundred ninety-three, twenty- seven, and eight hundred
twenty .
.
In the proposed Senat e the ta l king membership runs
like this : sixty- seven for the Faculty, sixteen for the
Administration, for a total of eighty-three . That's
total membership, the sixteen administrators in this case
are two vice- presidents and three deans, and in this case,
sixteen - - the five administrators - - the sixteen administrators here are nine deans, six vice- presidents, and
one president, sixteen.
Permitted to talk -- maybe I should use this blackboard -- permitted to talk : Faculty and Administration and
at this point, sixty- seven out of nine hundred -- out of
seven hundred ninety-three, and sixteen out of twentyseven , in case of the Administration, and in the case -and then silence silence under that, seven hundred twentysix Faculty members out of seven hundred ninety-three, and
eleven administrators out of twenty-seven .
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You can talk about a talking ratio
icn is 1 ft
with eight percent, and a silencing ratio w1ic is nin ytwo percent for the Faculty in the propos 1 .
I -- how many minutes?
TIMER

You have used seven minutes now.

REGENER
LOGAN

I have used seven minutes, yes.
Yes, I have had my watch running.

HEADY
Professor Regener, in view o f t
rul,
will as if there's any objection to Professor Regen r
continuing?
LOGAN

Yes, there is .

HEADY
If there is, then, is there
allow him to continue?
FACULTY MEMBER
HEADY

motion

o

So moved.

It ' s been moved and seconded.

f vor of that motion please say "aye"; oppo

n
Thos
d, "no.
Th
11

otion is carried.
You may continue .
REGENER
I will continue for three minutes n
t at will use up my second five minutes verbal, and f
tat I shall keep greatly quiet.
PROFESSOR HILLERMAN
estion?
HEADY

r

Victor, would you yi ld for a

I beg your pardon?

HILLERMAN

I asked if he would yield for

REGENER
I would yield for a question, but t
swer shouldn't count against my total.
HEADY
This complicates the job of t
t we will try to comply .
HILLERMAN

tim

The question is, have you look d

uestion.
n my

k epcr,

roun
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at the audience and counted the house and noticed the ratio
of talking Faculty members present, to the ratio of administrators present, actually taking part in the general
Faculty meeting? That's the question.

REGENER
Yes.
Faculty members ratio,
the people talking are
in the future that may

Since there's a large number of
Faculty to Administration, most of
Faculty members. Most of the time
not be so .

Is that a good answer to your question?

I don't

know.
Now, the matter of the referendum, the Faculty can
take up Senate action if eighty-two Faculty members, ten
percent, make a written petition to the president of the
University.
Then there will be a special Faculty meeting
convoked by the president, at which time the Faculty is
restricted to discussing that action.
It can return that Senate action to the Senate.
It
cannot have its own amendment or alter the decision of the
Senate.
It has to be sent back.
If the Senate then
persists, there needs to be a mail ballot on the Senate
action.
The general Faculty can send the - - can disapprove the action of the Senate, but it cannot vote on
anything else; if i t disapproves, the matter goes back to
the Senate and no further action by the Faculty is
envisaged, which is in contrast to the procedures at some
other institutions where the Faculty, if it overrules t h e
Senate, can take the matter up on its own.
The eighty-two, which is the ten percent that have
to sign the petition to the president compares to the
twenty-five votes at the University of Arizona, twentyfive at Arizona state, ten at the University of Utah, and
so on.
It is quite difficult to do something about a Senate
resolution if the Faculty disagrees with the action of the
Senate. All i t can do is say, "No," and it goes back.
It
cannot do anything else.
But I don't really think t h at
this promises an orderly, systematic, and especially not
a democratic conduct of university governance.
I would really think that the proposal should eventually be defeated, and I shall certainly try to do what I
can to see that i t is defeated.
Thank you.

2u
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NASON

May I respond to something he said?

HEADY

You want to answer some points that were

NASON

Yes.

raised?
Directly, I am not greatly swayed --

by the way, you have heard from His Majesty's loyal

opposition, we recognize that role in Professor Regener
and he has been very loyal and generous in his treatment
of the Conunittee despite his reservations about the proposal .
We are vastly less concerned about the Administrativ e
participation, obviously, than he, because we look at it
not only as a matter of representation, but also input.
I
think the ad hoc conunittee which looked at more comparative
models found that in most cases, in many cases at least,
the Faculty Senates were actually presided over by t h e
president of the university, and the university administrations had full and complete participation in them .
You will see that the model presented you today
poses something vastly less than that . This is a Faculty
Senate for the Faculty, presided over by the Faculty, but
I think we are not ingenuineness enough to believe that
the data that is held by the Administration is not useful
to the Faculty in its deliberations and, therefore, we
purposely provided a means for administrative input, wh ich
we think is essential to any rational Faculty deliberations.
In addition to this, I don't know where those
sixteen come from, but I am not bothered by it greatly.
If you will note one of the most recent incorporations
into the document, you, as a Faculty member, have a right
to request a privilege of addressing this Senate directly.
You are not silenced. You are not excluded from the
Senate meetings.
You may go to it, voice your opposition,
such as it be, and in fact, possibly influence the outcome of Senate deliberations before the issues are ever
passed .
So that what bothers me a little bit in Professor
Regener's presentation is a lack of confidence in the
representative government, when in fact, t he opportunities
for u irect participation are much mor e numerous in this
Facult Senate proposal than they are in the kind of
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representative government that controls our political
lives. It's a much more viable document in that respect.
There's no attempt to silence, quash, or suppress a
Faculty opinion, and I would very much like to underscore
that point.
I would also like to say that if this is passed, if
this amendment is enacted, i t does not forever and irrevocably commit you to living with precisely this document.
It can be changed, modified, or as I pointed out, even
abolished if the Faculty is not satisfied with it.
HEADY

Mr. Homestead, Professor Homestead.

PROFESSOR HOMESTEAD
I would like to just speak
briefly .
I can see from your remarks as your most recent
remarks that this Senate has an advantage over many othe r
senates throughout the United States .
However, that
doesn' t assure me of what I have now .
Now, we have -- and not only I, but everyone -it's a one-man, one-vote situation.
You said any of us,
whether we are members of the -- if we are not members of
the Senate, can come before that august body and make a
statement, make a proposal, et cetera and so on, perhaps
persuade successfully.
But when it comes down to the
issue, the mot ion is made, and there's a second, there is
discussion , the person corning up there who is a nonmember
has no vote.
And I think that's a very, very serious
matter .
And I have heard, too, that this large assembly is
rather an awkward, clumsy body, which takes time and things
get waylaid, sometimes because the quorum diminishes or
Vanishes and so on. And I agree, that this is awkward at
times and so on, but it's a universal, I think, truth that
all thoroughly democratic processes are somewhat clumsy,
but they have the virtue of having a great polling of voices,
a great contrast of interest, et cetera, and usually good
manners, et cetera.
A consensus is made and a vote is
taken by the entire body. And I think no one has a gripe
after that.
.
We may not like the decision, but we do respect the
maJor ity rule of the Faculty .
And that's why I would like to speak against
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confirming a Senate body until it's demonstrated to me
that this present existing organization is utterly
untenable.
Thank you.
NASON
to respond?

May I respond to that, or am I expected

HEADY
I don't think -- it probably would be better
to confine response to specific points of information that
might be asked, until -- at least for now.
Professor Merkx.
PROFESSOR MERKX
I suppose the -- I guess the heart
of the issue about this is precisely this one: I think if
we already have a Senate, is a pretty reasonable client
with builtin safeguards and junior Faculty for colleges,
and is designed to · prevent senior Faculty and arts and
sciences from dominating the Senate, but I suppose the
heart of the issue is the question of representative
government versus participatory democracy.

I think what bothers me about the current forma t
is that I don't think it is at all representative. Those
of us who like to talk -- and I am one of these guilty
people -- enjoy coming here and talking, but as we can
see, we have a rather -- I think a poor turn out
for such an important issue. And many of our other
meetings have even a worse t urn ou.
t
Those of us who talk are not -- I do not think are
necessarily representative of those that don't come. Many
Faculty members told me they are sick of these meetings,
that they will avoid them when possible. We have big
meetings on some kind of hot issues where sometimes a
special interest group comes out. As you will recall,
there was a big turnout in the College of Engineering when
We had a proposal to abolish classified research on the
campus.
I think what we tend to have in the present circumstances is a body of about eighty to a hundred politicos, and those of us who enjoy participating in decisions
Plus special interest turnouts in special colleges when
th .
'
eir new programs are introduced.

But I don't think that's qenerally representative
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and I think maybe in that sense it's not very democratic,
even in theory. All eight hundred and twenty of us could
come and cast our vote .
So now maybe the Senate won't
work, but I th i nk that it might turn out to be more demo cratic in the sense that it would give us a more accurate
cross section of the Faculty opinion .
It does seem to me
that's what Faculty decision making should involve, is a
true reflection of Faculty sentiment on the issues.
HEADY

Professor Cohen.

PROFESSOR COHEN
At an earlier Faculty meeting
Mr . Regener expressed some reservation about the use of
statistics,on the basis of his performance I can understand why .
They are much more sophisticated on t he
statistical sides.
I think we ought to differentiate between potential
talking members and actual talking members .
I have
attended these meetings with reasonable regularity, and
of the seven h undred and ninety- three listed there, I am
certain there are seven hundred and fifty voices t ha t I
have yet to hear in some six or seven years .
I n this type of thing I am always more comfortable
when the cards are placed on the table. I think in this
res pect we have to ask why is this issue even here? Why
have we come to this point?
I believe the answer is that to many persons, we -or many of us have sort of come to the end of the string .
The string has been played out in our relian ce on a town
meeting type of democracy .
Time and again we have seen issues presented and
the award finally went to those who had the greatest
staying power, to those who at best memorized Robert's
Rule of Order, to those who had done t he best job of
recruiting partisans to attend the meeting . And in a
few -- not very many, but a few -- cases those that had
done the best job of premeeting caucuses.
To argue in the fact of t h is that we are departing
from a democratic procedure and go ing to one less demo cratic, flies in the face of all our experience, at least
since I have been at this university, and that's some
seven or eight years now .
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I would prefer a town meeting, but I think there
are times when the practical consideration calls for something more effective.
I stayed with the old system as
long as I could.
I am ready to throw up my hands.
We
need more efficiency and need a more effective body, and
I think this will point us in that direction.
(Applause.)
HEADY

Further discussion?

Professor Schmidt.

SCHMIDT
I am concerned with the recall procedures
that exist in the document, and I think that on page six,
item one, small Roman one, where a ten percent of the
members of the Voting Faculty are necessary to challenge
an action of the Senate, that this is too high a percentage,
this is going to amount to eighty-two Faculty members or
more if we grow in Faculty size.
And if you will see· at the top of that page, you
receive these minutes within three working days of the
meeting , and you will have to take action rather quickly
within the total of ten days to get a recall action going.
Now, I submit that it's not going to be easy.
MERKX

One month.

SCHMIDT One month, I'm sorry.
But even that time
it is going to be difficult sometimes to get eighty-two
members to sign on the line to recall an issue.
That
seems to me too high percentage, if you are going to
genuinely believe in allowing the Faculty as a whole to
challenge an issue which the Senate has passed.
I, therefore, would like to move an amendment,
becauseaf that large number and the difficulty of getting
those signatures, to reduce the figure from ten percent
to five percent.
That seems to me a reasonable number
th~t theFaculty might be able to get signatures for to
bring an issue to the floor.
I, therefore, move that the percentage be changed
on page six, item one, to five percent from ten percent.
HEADY

Is there a second to the motion?
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(Seco nded .)
HEADY
All right. Amendment has been moved, on
page six of the proposal, page ten of the -- all the
materials that were distributed to you, that where it says
ten percent, it s h ould be changed to say five.
Is there discussion on the amendment?

Professor

Merkx .
I think that's a reasonable amendment. As
a member of the Committee I want to say we took ten percent because we were staying with the quorum figure, but
I think the five percent is reasonable, particularly in
view of the c h ance to reconsider the issue.
So I support
the amendment.
IV!ERKX

HEADY

Professor Prouse.

PROFESSOR PROUSE
I am not arguing the issue itself,
simply to point out t u t the question, the way it was posed
to you what has been done elsewhere, plus a legitimate
desire to avoid use of petitio ns, in other words, to
reserve it to issues which t h e Faculty felt very, very
strongly about and wh ic h would be ·very likely to acquire
a ten percent number rather readily .
Reduced too much, it could mean that with small,
spec ial interest groups who present its ideas and its
position, it could really hold up legitimate work of a
senate.
While I am standing , I would like to make a comment in r egard to the previous discus sion which had to do
frequently with the rights of voting and the rig1ts of
speech , which are terribly important.
But I hope we don't
forget here t1e importance of responsibility.
The way we are now , with eight hundred and twenty
People, the Faculty responsibility for action is really
not placed anywhere.
You can't place it in the selfselected group that appears at a meeting . This Senate
Proposal has carefully placed the requirement of meeting ,
as Well as an admonition -- it's a requirement rath er,
upon that Senate for the removal of senators who do n ot
appear and meet those responsibilities.
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I think this is an extremely important point, that
t)is Faculty needs a voice, not just a voice that is
sufficient, as Gil has mentioned, but one whic is recognized by the Regents as a Faculty voice. As it is, we
are too big to be a voice .
Further discussion on the amendment? I
HEADY
will ask you as much as possible to stick with the amendment itself, now , although I realize these things are
intermingled .
Dean Huber .
HUBER
I don't know that I am rising to speak
against the amendment, but only to perhaps add the word
"but" in a little different context.
I have heard a plea recently with regard -- fro m
one of the speakers, with regard to a town meeting
approach , and if a majority passes it the minority will
usually accept it, go along with it and work with it.
If a matter that the Senate were to pass deserved
a referendum that would have to go by mail, and that
before you would be calling a Faculty meeting on a
petition, I wonder whether forty-one persons -- if eightytwo is ten percent or whatever that figure is -- really
whether that would represent a strong enough view of a
total Faculty of some eight hundred twenty members to
warrant this kind of time consuming meetings and mail
ballot .
Is it?
If it is really an action that upsets a significant
number of the Faculty, r can't imagine that one could not
obtain in thirty days, eighty-two votes. I am talking
about an issue that is really upsetting to a significant
minority, or perhaps majority of the Senate .
So I am a little concerned with the point that
Peter made, that you might get it so low that what you
have is constant Faculty meetings, constant referenda,
~nd.mostof them being defeated. · If you go so low, that
it is rather questionable w1etner it s~ould ever have
gone to referendum .
HEADY
Are you ready to vote on the amendment?
You all understand the amendment? Those in favor please

2 ,...
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say "aye"; opposed, "no."

The motion is lost.

Anyone want a division?

The amendment is lost.

Is there further discussion?

Professor Crow.

PROFESSOR CROW
After all this, I would like a
point of clarification.
I thought the Faculty had already
voted on an expression of sentiment to have a Faculty
Senate, and we were to come here to vote on the proposed
changes rather than will we or will we not have a Senate.
I would like a point of information.
NASON
That is essentially correct, your interpretation is correct.
The Ad Hoc Committee was elected
specifically for that purpose . Under certain specified
constraints .
CROW
Then should we be debating whether we will
or will not have a Faculty Senate?
NASON

That really is not at issue.

SCHMIDT
Point of order. If I recall rightly -I wasn't here , but this was reported to me from the year
I missed -- that the number of persons who were present
at the time that vote was taken, was barely a quorum.
HEADY

Professor Howarth.

PROFESSOR HOWARTH
I would like to make two
points . As Professor Cohen has said, one of the reasons
that this proposal is before us is because this body has
been dilatory and slow in acting on certain matters,
postponed them due to lack of quorums and things like
that, and this has undoubtedly brought embarrassment to
the Administration where certain things needed to be acted
on from their point of view.
Now, I am sure that this proposed Senate will be
much more efficient in passing proposals to the
Administration .
I think we should be aware that this
thing will go through and act more efficiently and
effectively.
The second point has to do with Professor Nason's
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argument that this body can reverse this going over to the
senate system if it turns out not to work. Now, it seems
to me that we have been a long time getting to act on
this proposal to go in this direction. Now, if we vote
to have a Senate, this body, the general Faculty, will
be emasculated and will be far less powerful than it is
at present.
In fact, I expect this is one of the main
advantages or disadvantages, as you look at it, that
this proposal has.
Therefore, I believe the chance of reversing this
process if we now pass it, is very nearly zero . I would
have been more impressed by the proposal and by the kind
of safeguard in terms of our reversing this process if
it turns out not to work, proposed on a trial basis perhaps for a couple of years , but it hasn ' t .
The proposal is to remove most of the power which
the general Faculty has, and then tells us if we don't
like the Senate proposal, we can reverse it.
I really
don't think that's a reality .
HEADY

Yes, would you identify yourself?

PROFESSOR REED
I am Alan Reed from the General
Library and Political Science Department.
This is just a matter of information for us. On
page two where the Faculty Senate -- section six (b), the
Faculty Senate shall be composed as follows.
We on the
Library Faculty have found in a number of instances that
we have been overlooked in designing organization for the
University .
The Tenure Review Committee recently passed by this
body and sent to the Regents, for example, did not allocate
a seat to the Library Faculty.
So I would like to know
from
Professor Nason I in six (b), in the first sentence,
II
There shall be one senator from each school or college
With an academic faculty" does that include the General
Library Faculty?
'
NASON
Yes, and I think you will recall that the
rationale that was circulated with the second draft, Alan,
that actually gave -- Professor Merkx even projected the
number of representatives which would accrue to the
members of the Library who have Faculty status.
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REED
Yes, i t was at that point, but it wasn't
now and that's why I brought it up.
HEADY
I am going to recognize others who haven 't
spoken yet.
Professor Huaco.
PROFESSOR HUACO
I would like to make a brief
statement on -- in favor of the proposal, and to point
out that it differs substantially with the position taken
by my colleagues, because as things stand right now,
between six hundred and fifty and seven hundred Faculty
members who usually don't come to these meetings are, in
effect, disenfranchised.
If you vote the Senate into effect, this will have
the effect of the enfranchising those people.
They are
not disenfranchised because they don ' t care. They are
disenfranch ised because they are in classes, they are
doing research, they are busy, they don't have time to
devote to throw away a whole afternoon to come and
debate .
Thank you.
HEADY
I would like to recognize people who have
not spoken, if there are others who want recognition who
have not spoken .
Professor Hoyt.
PROFESSOR HOYT
I am concerned about the point
that Victor Regener made about the large proportion of
talking members that will be from the Administration, and
I think that they are going to have a very heavy influence
on the Senate .
They will have done that homework on the
subject and they will -- they will be better informed than
most of the members on most of the issues.
I think that some of that influence, the harmful
effects of it, would be diminished if they did not have a
Vote, and would have to convince the Faculty members of
t~e rightness of the proposals that the sixteen out of
sixty-seven -- sixteen or sixty-seven from the Administration would be urging.
And so I would like to suggest an amendment, a
Proposed amendment on page two, or page six in the agenda,
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at the bottom, section six (b) (iv) . My amendment would
be to delete the portion from "except" to the end of the
sentence . The effect of this would be that the vicepres idents and all deans would be nonvoting members of the
Faculty , but would have to convince the voting members of
the rightness of their proposal .
HEADY

Is there a second to that amendment?

FACULTY MEMBER

Seconded.

HEADY
It's been moved and seconded that in the
bottom paragraph on page two of the proposal, the words
beginning with "except " be deleted, and that would end
the sentence after the word "Senate," correct, Ed?
HOYT

Yes.

HEADY

Is there debate on that?

NASON

May I respond to that point, Mr. Chairman?

HEADY

I will recognize Professor Nason .

NASON
I would like to repeat what I said earlier
about the use of the fact of administrators as the source
people who can provide to the body the data needed.
I think it is unlikely that they are going to be
enchanted with the possibility, or so infatuated with t h e
sound of their own voices, that they are going to come
and participate freely and in number, unless there is
some vote. But obviously , the vote favors the Faculty,
not the Administrative elements. I don't sense any
hazard .
HEADY

Professor Logan.

LOGAN
I vigorously disapprove of the concept that
People that would be involved called Administrators are
not members of the Faculty . They are. Arn I right?
HEADY

I would agree with that.

LOGAN

All right.

HEADY

Are t;ere other -- other discussion?

.2 ~-
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COHEN

I move the previous question.

HEADY

On the amendment.

FACULTY MEMBER

Is there a second?

Seconded.

HEADY
The previous question has been moved and
seconded on the amendment. Those in favor of the motion
on the previous question say "aye"; opposed, "no." The
motion is carried by two-thirds vote, so we will vote on
the amendment.
Previous question was simply a decision as to
whether we end debate and vote. If I need to, I will
expla in that every time.
All right.
We will now proceed to vote on the
proposed amendment by Professor Hoyt. Are you all clear
about that?
Those in favor of the amendment please say "aye";
opposed, "no." The motion is lost. Do you want a division, Professor Hoyt, or anyone?
HOYT

No . -- well, yeah, it would be nice.

HEADY
All right.
Those in favor of the amend ment please raise your hands. Those opposed please
raise your hands . The amendment is clearly lost, I think.
Further discussion?

Professor Norman.

PROFESSOR NORMAN
I think there is one point that
should probably be pointed out, and we take ourselves
back in recent history, I think we had a Faculty swayed
and this campus was in r would say, a period of less
'
I
quiescence than it is now, going back to about the spring
of 1970 when the Faculty as a whole was swayed and very
much -- I think a smaller, more deliberate body would not
be as easy to sway in their emotions and passions.
HEADY
I will recognize Professor -- excuse me
back there, I can't see who it is. Professor Mackey.
PROFESSOR MACKEY
The problem with talking members
against voting members and the disparity between Faculty
and Administrators is taken care of on page five of the

2L_,.
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proposed draft, under section six, where it says "Individual Faculty members may address the Senate by prior
written request to the presiding officer or at the
request of any senator."
If you want to talk, and many of us enjoy talking
at these meetings, go to your senator and he's going to
say, 11 I have a person here who wants to talk . " And t h at's
your key to go and talk. There's no problem .
HEADY
The time keeper has called to my attention
that we have used the forty - five minutes alloted to a
subject under one of our standing rules. May I ask, do
you want to continue? Is there a motion to waive the
standi ng rule?
REGENER
Professor Logan has had his hand up,
Mr . President, for some time.
HEADY
spoil him.
REGENER
LOGAN

I already recognized him .

He's got a second time to talk.
I would like to move the primary question.

FACULTY MEMBER
HEADY
question .

I don't want to

The previous , you mean?

Professor Logan is moving the previous

LOGAN

The amendment.

HEADY

We have already voted on the amendment .

Well , we cannot dispose of this, all we can do is
decide whether we want to talk about it any more today.
And I guess the parliamentarian points out that the motion
0 n _the previous question is not in order.
I think the
best way tocb this is since we have a forty-five minute
rule and the forty-five minutes has expired, I will rule
that we have spent all the time we can do - - we can spend
on thiss.ibject today, and that is subject to being changed
by the house, if you wish.
HILLERMAN
Does that mean that this will now be
submitted to the Faculty in a mail referendum?
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HEADY
No, per h aps you weren't h ere earlier,
Professor Hillerman, or perhaps you didn't l isten attentively.
But this will lie on the table until the next
meeting of the Faculty in December.
It will be before u s
again, then for further discussion, and onl y after t h at
meeting, will it be submitted to a mail referendum in
accordance with the amendment we adopted last time.
We will proceed -- Professor Prouse.
PROUSE
Question, Mr. President. Doesn't
Mr . Nason's motion have to be, nevertheless, handled tod a y ?
HEADY
No, it is before t h e body , it will automatically be before us again.
PROUSE
HEADY

Just lie on the table until t h en?
At the next meeting.

CROW
If i t comes back before the December
meeting, and further a mendments are made, d oes it t h e n
have to lie on the table an additional thirty days?
HEADY
No, no.
The only a mendments t h at are even
acc eptable and can be considered and perhaps adopted woul d
be amendments in the details of the proposal. And I wou ld
ha ve to try to exercise preliminary judgment about t ha t,
s ubject tol::eing overruled by t h e Faculty.
CROW
But if those amendments are made, it does
not have to lie for another thirty days?
HEADY
No, after the next meeting t h e proposal a s
it stands at that point will be submitted to a mai l
referendum.
After that meeting.
Any other questions?

Professor Mac Cu rdy.

would it be in order for me
PROFESSOR MAC CURDY
to move that the forty-five minu te rule be waived, hoping
it would be defeated, so we could v ote on this today , now?
HEADY
No, the Constitution does not permit us t o
~ote on i t today.
The constitution says, Pro f essor
ac Curdy, that any proposed ame ndment must l ie on t he
table until a meeting -- the next regular meeting a f ter

20
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it is first considered by the Faculty.
If you want the
specific language I will have the secretary look it up,
but I don't think there's any doubt about the requirement.
We will proceed, then, to item five, proposed
policy statement on academic freedom and tenure at UNM 's
Gallup and Northern Branches. Professor Cohen.
Mr. Chairman, I am going to yield to
COHEN
Professor Merkx .
HEADY
Professor Merkx, would you like to come
down here to make whatever statement you want about this?
MERKX

May I do it from up here?

HEADY

Yes, if everyone can hear.

MERKX
This, as a holdover member on the Academic
Freedom and Tenure Committee, this is a policy that was
basically developed last year and just now finally gotten
to the floor.
Essentially, we were trying to extend the privileges and protections of tenure to people at branch
colleges. The tenure policy that we developed is basically the same as the policy we have here, with two
exceptions.
First exception is that we recognize that at the
branch colleges that teaching is going to be more important
than teaching and service will be more important criteria
With respect to publishing than they are here. So it is
~nvisioned that scholarship and research will be less
important criteria in tenure decisions.
The other change is since the branch colleges are
very small, it's not really possible to have peer group
evaluations by departments, since the departments there
consist essentially of one or possibly two people.
So we built into this, peer group consideration by
all of the full-time members in a given branch college
Which is likely to be not more than five or six people.
:~anch colleges have floating faculties, lots of partime faculty, and t e mporary faculty, and then they have a
core, a full-time faculty around whom the program is

Policy
Sta tement on
Academic
Freedom and
Tenure a t
Gallup and
Northern
Br a nche s
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organized, and what it is envisioned is that the director
of the branch college will consult with all full-time
Faculty members on all tenure decisions, just as the
chairman here should consult with all tenured Faculty
members on tenure decisions .
The branch college director, in other words, serves
more or less in the role of department chairman here, and
then herrakes his -- sends his recommendation to the
Academic vice- president.
So those are the basic changes. Aside from that,
the policy is very similar to the policy we have here.
I
would strongly urge that we support it because I think
they are entitled to the same protections that we are, and
the same kinds of security .
I should also say that this -- this tenure policy
only gives tenure at the branch colleges . If, for
financial reasons a branch college had to be closed, the
people who had tenure at the branch college would not be
entitled to come and join the parent, what was originally
the parent department here .
So you are not buying a pig
in a poke by extending them tenure protection where they
are teaching .
That's only at the branch college, as long
as there is a branch college that is able to pay its
people, will they have tenure at that place. But not on
the main campus.
HEADY
want to move?

I think we do not have a motion.

Do you

MERKX
I move the acceptance by the Faculty of
this tenure policy.
HEADY

Is there a second?

FACULTY MEMBER
HEADY
Travelstead .

Seconded.

Is there further discussion?

Doctor

I fully support this .
VICE- PRESIDENT TRAVELSTEAD
high
time and past
As Mr . Merkx has said, I think it's
t·
ime for these two branches to have a similar privileg e
and protection .
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On page thirteen, I have a question of the
corrunittee about interpretation that relates to the footnote . The branch college as now in the organization,
report through the Division of Continuing Education,
which in turn reports to the vice-president for community
regional and community affairs .
Seems to me that this particular decision, we are
talking about tenure decision at the University, ought to
stay in the same academic category that other tenure
decis ions are, not because I happen to be in this office
now, because I won't be there too long, but I think it's
important that this tenure decision not flow through
another vice-president who has no other responsibilities
for academic matters.
I would suggest, therefore, we just delete the
footnote, and let it rest as it is.
I move that as an
amendment.
FACULTY MEMBER

Seconded.

HEADY
It's been moved and seconded that the
footnote number two be deleted. Is there discussion?
Ready to vote on that amendment. Those in favor
please say "aye 11 ; opposed, 11 no." The motion is carried.
HEADY
as amended?
for

Further discussion on the policy proposal

PROFESSOR KOOPMANS

HEADY

What was the recommendation

Would you repeat that?

We didn't hear that.

KOOPMANS
I was wondering what the motivation was
f~r putting in the sentence, "Such recommendations and
final decisions shall not be subject to review or approval
by any faculty group on the main . campus."
I think this
would be a rather important step.
MERKX
Perhaps that language is unfortunate. The
People in the branch colleges are entitled to all the prate c t ion
·
·
of the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee
.
However, this was put in to reassure them.

They
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were afraid -- they particularly wanted to avoid having
departments on this campus apply their tenure criteria to
people in .the branch colleges.
They were afraid, basically , they felt we talked with the directors of the
programs, they recognized that some of the departments on
this campus have higher standards, and they were -- and
while they were willing to have consultation with t hose
departments here to get their evaluation of the work done
by the people, they want - - they wanted it fairly clear
that they would get to make the actual recommendation,
and that they then would not be second-guessed by the
departments here .
KOOPMANS
The implication is that high standards
are not required at branch colleges?
MERKX
The implication is that different standards
are involved at the branch colleges.
KOOPMANS
And the implication is that we are not
in a position to take this in account in making this kind
of approval, but that's not clear to me, that they would
not be qualified to take into account their circumstances
and yet be able to assist in the maintenance of a reasonable standard.
HEADY

Professor Christman.

PROFESSOR CHRISTMAN
Yes, sir.
I also have s ome
doubts abo ut that same sentence. And not to be reactionary, I still would like to move an amendment which would
say, which would just turn that sentence around, in
effect. I will word it, if you prefer.
Let's say "Such recommendation and final decision
shall be subject to review and/or approval by Faculty
groups on the main campus." If I get a second - FACULTY MEMBER
CHRISTMAN

Seconded.

All right, may I

HEADY
It's been
get the wording that you
deleting the word "not,"
Word "any," and changing
to plural?

seconded. I want to be sure we
have in mind. That would be by
and in the next line deleting the
the word "group" from singular

·2 .
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CHRISTMAN
Yeah , "and/ or review or approval."
II
put "and in there.
HEADY

"And/or approval"?

CHRISTMAN

Yes, sir.

FACULTY MEMBER
CHRISTMAN

CHRISTMAN

Did you want "and, " Karl?

I think maybe we ought to debate.

FACULTY MEMBER

HEADY
t he language?

I

"And/or"?

Yes, "and/ or . "

Are you all clear on the proposed c ha nge of

FACULTY MEMBER

Would y ou please read it?

HEADY
As I understand it, this is in line fi v e
und er paragraph four, the word "not" would be deleted .
I n the next sentence it would read , "and/ or," instead o f
j ust "or," t h e word "any" would be deleted, and it wo uld
be "groups" instead of "group" in that line.
You want to proceed?
CHRISTMAN
HEADY

Yes, I would like to speak to it.

It's been seconded .

CHRISTMAN
Well, although one might v iew t h is
somewhat similar to the proposal you just passed relatin g
to the academic vice-president being the one to c onsid e r
acad emic standards related to branch operation, I th ink
it is similar, but I think it has an overall important
purpose.
I think the way it is now, we are saying, well,
they need some protection but they are d ef initely sec o nd
~lass out there, and we are setting up a mech anism that
Just keeps them apart and separate. Maybe t h at's wh a t
You want to do, but I t h ink if y ou h ave not o n ly t h e right
but the obligation to be involved in peer rev iew, or a t
le~st c ons u l t ation towards p e er review, using dif f erent
criteria because of the special circumstances, you a r e
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going to rave to keep more knowledgeable about what is going
on, what are those special circumstances. You are going
to have to have more opportunity to have interface with
them, have them in to meet with them, and be out there to
meet them. And it will continue more likely to be a part
of the ongoing university as a total, rather than as a
separate little branch here or there that may break off
and be of some other classification.
So I recommend that we do keep involved in it, from
the academic point of view.
Nothing I am saying implies
that we wouldn't be more liberal in the standards that
they have proposed and that we have accepted in looking
at this document or the committee's accepted.
HEADY

Professor Crow.

CROW
Yes, I don't go along with the word "any"
in that.
I think it should be appropriate.
HEADY
CROW
HEADY

The word "any" is being deleted.
Is being deleted?
Yes, that was part of the amendment.

CROW
I missed that, then.
would you reread it, then?

I think that by

HEADY
It would read this way: "Such recommendations and final decisions shall be subject to review
and/or approval by Faculty groups on the main campus."
CROW
Below, we specify "appropriate." I don't
know whether that's inherent in that statement or not.
CHRISTMAN
I would accept that, Mr. President, if
the seconder would.
HEADY
You want to put in "appropriate" instead
of "any"? "Appropriate faculty groups." All right, I
Will assume that's been accepted by the maker and seconder.
I am not sure who seconded it.
FACULTY MEMBER
HILLERMAN

Yes, sir.

Would you also agree to striking the

2r-·4
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word "or," an d ma k ing it "and"?
CHRISTMAN
HEADY

Yes.

All right.

CHRISTMAN
Well, I think the Faculty ought to
debate on t h at point, really.
HEADY
Well, we need to know what's before us so
that they will know how to vote. You want to make it
"and," not "and/or"?
CHRISTMAN

Yes.

HEADY
All right.
So as it is now before us, it
says: "Such recommendations and final decisions shall
be subject to review and approval by appropriate faculty
groups on the main campus."
Yes, sir.

Would you identify yourself?

PROFESSOR PORTER

Porter, History.

To be consistent, shouldn't the following sentence
be deleted, because it really is no longer necessary:
"It is urged, however, that the branch
college director responsible for making such
r e commendations will seek advice of an appropriate faculty group on the main campus before
recommending tenure."
That would really be accord ing to -CROW

Take out the word "however."

PORTER
Well, it's already established in the
Previous amended sentence that recommendations are subject
to approval by some group on the campus.
MERKX
Professor, just a point on that.
That is
the consultation before the recommendation, and then the
statement that Karl is talking about is after recommenda t ion, so t h ey are not, in effect, the same thing. They
are d'ifferent steps in the process.
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It does seem to me that the word "however,"
HEADY
You want to accept taking
at least, should be taken out.
t e word "however" out in that next line, as part of your
amendment?
CHRISTMAN
I think I am persuaded by what Professor
Mer k x said .
He said it was a separate thing.
MERKX

Take the "however" out.

CHRISTMAN

All right, yes.

HEADY
"However," and two commas, then, come with
the "however," in the next line.
All right, is there further discussion?
Doctor Travelstead.
TRAVELSTEAD
This is a very delicate matter and
seems to me that perhaps it ought to be discussed longer,
if doing it hurriedly this afternoon would bring us to a
wrong conclusion.
I think the Committee did wrestle with
this matter at length over several months.
I went to
some of the meetings, and I don't think that I pushed for
any particular conclusion on this, but I think we must
recognize that these institutions are indeed in a transistion period and pretty soon are going to be on their own.
We are setting up accreditation procedures for them.
If, indeed, some different criteria -- Karl, I wouldn't
say second rate -- but somebody gave a good answer a while
ago talking about a different emphasis, and some different
kinds of criteria.
I think if it's assumed that that decision for that
institution which will be a separate one -- incidentally,
they are becoming firmly established as separate instit u t'ions now, even though on the fringes here, to have a
parent department here on campus to have to approve
Whether that tenure is to be awarded, I think it presents
problems.
I think i t will present some flexibility which is
quite important.
I would fully support the required
consultation here in order to make that connection and
get the advice and input of the parent department.

2 ·~
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I would not support, however, the parent department
here in business, in mathematics, in English, deciding on
the tenure decision at Gallup when it has no connection,
essentially, with this institution.
I think we are going to cut down on the flexibility
and independent autonomy of that institution which is
really needed.
NASON
HEADY

Mr. Chairman.
Professor Nason.

NASON
It seems to me that the sense of Karl's
proposed amendment is to wipe out any utility for the
remaining text on this page, and it is an elucidation
on the intention.
He is describing exactly what this
verbage provides for.
I would be inclined to vote against this amendment which certainly must be extremely threatening to
the people at the branch colleges, and it seems to me
that especially if tenure decisions should get mixed
in the same works at the same time as local tenure
decisions are being made, these people would be in a
very disadvantageous position.
They simply can't be expected to conform to our
kinds of tenure requirements, not having research
facilities at their disposal. And I think the original
draft is correct solution for the branch colleges.
HEADY

Professor Baker.

PROFESSOR BAKER
In line with what Vice-President
Travelstead has said , it seems to me that we have to
recognize that at the present it perhaps will change when
they become independent institutions, but at present, I
believe that all appointments made to the Faculty of the
branch colleges must be approved by the departments here
at DNM.
If that's correct, then t h ere's a strange kind of
anomaly in that a department here has to approve the
~ppointment of someone appointment of someone whether
l. t I
I
s probationary or temporary or whatever, and then does
not t a k e part in
. the tenure d ecision.
. .
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If they are to have any independence with respect
to tenure, they should have independence with respect to
appointments, one way or the other. But what we have here
is very confusing to me, and my question is to whoever
knows the answer: is this correct, that departments at
UNM have to approve all appointments?
HEADY

Vice-president Travelstead.

TRAVELSTEAD
That's correct, Miss Baker, and it is
correct that the courses offered have to have the approval
of the parent department. But some things in that point,
about that person at that institution, I concede that it
may be somewhat -- I don ' t think it's conflicting, I
think there are two different decisions: the approval of
a person to teach a course -- and by t h e way, that
approval has to be renewed as you perhaps know, each
year, each semester. And that is a little bit less momentous decision than a person connected on a permanent basis
with that institution.
BAKER
Who will make a probationary appointment
for the branch college? Who will approve those?
TRAVELSTEAD
I am not sure.

That is not included in this point.

BAKER
Maybe this is a more crucial thing than a
temporary kind of appointment, because the making of a
probationary appointment is bound up with eventually -I mean , there is a presumption of tenure.
TRAVELSTEAD
HEADY

Yes, that's right.

Yes, sir.

PROFESSOR CRAWFORD
I find this amendment difficult to vote for.
I would find it difficult to vote for
Unless I had a clear set of directives such as we now have
i~ the Faculty Handbook relative to what one should consider when voting for or against tenure.
If we are to use the Faculty Handbook criteria in
Inaking this d ecision, then, I think it would be very
difficult to grant tenure to many of the people in these
branch colleges.
So I think that a directive should be organized,
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perhaps by the academic vice-president, to elucidate the
particular set of criteria necessary for making this kind
of decision.
HEADY

Yes, Professor Zavadil.

PROFESSOR ZAVADIL
I was consulted by the Academic
Freedom and Tenure Committee in the preparation, and I
think to some extent, I went to one meeting, and I think
I supported this particular recommendation as a result
of my experience in relationship between English Department
and English teaching out at Gallup.
The amendment represents an ideal which I wish
could work out in practice, but over a period of years I
would either have to admit that I have been derelict or
that I just don't have a chance to be in touch to the
extent that it would be necessary, if we were going to
exercise this supervisory or helpful role that is intended
by the amendment.
As a matter of fact, the name for whom we were
asked to become involved in this whole question, involved
a person I knew out there, but a person who went on fulltime appointment unbeknownst to me.
Now, I really think there are a lot of practical
problems involved. Gallup is a hundred and forty miles
away, fifty-five miles an hour you can figure out how
long that takes, or how often you are likely to go out
there unless you can arrange it to throw in an Indian
dance or something along the way.
.
It's really a practical problem of sorts that the
idealistic principles that I think all of us would
support, don't apply easily to. So that's one point I
want to make.
The other I want to make is a kind of technica l
Point about the proposed amendment. The line.in the .
P~esent document, "Such recommendations and final decisions," as I read that sentence, applies to the recomme~dation of vice-president to the president of the
universi ty .
so probably it would be the amendment does
not do what I think it is intended to do, namely, put
the Faculty in ti.leir usual place, which is before t 11e
academic vice-president and president make recommendations.
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HEADY

Is there further discussion?

Yes.

I(

PROFESSOR LEYBERG
Th is is one point that is
causing real confusion in my mind, and I wonder if there
are any others now that the issue of autonomy is raised ,
as to theprospect that these were going to be autonomous.
I never at any time understood in prior discussions
that there was an intent or discussion that these would
become autonomous, in effect, another New Mexico junior
college or something of that nature.
I t h ink it would be
a sad state of affairs in this state, with all the universities that we have, that we should end up h aving more
autonomous units to support and to fight politically i n
this state.
My understanding -- and correct me if I am wrong ,
Vice-President Travelstead -- is t h at t h e North Cen tr a l
Association has now adopted a policy t h at it will
accredit separately branch colleges after a period of
time . That is the decision they have made, that we do
not control. But it is apparently a decision that we are
going to have to conform to.
But I don't think that necessarily says anything
about the degree of autonomy that the branch college would
have as far as the parent institution is concerned. Am
I wrong about that?
TRAVELSTEAD
I think you are correct, and I wil l
add something, Bob, as it is now, they go under our
a<:creditation, and the North Central insists that at a
given point in time when there's a core, a nucleus of
Faculty there and a going operation, that it ought to
stand on its own rather than continuing to carry this
label without examination of that unit.
That's the reason they moved to that.
I think my
Use of the word "autonomy," however, was unfortuna~e,
because if that's read to mean a complete cutoff with out
any of these continuing connections, that's not intended
nor will i t be the case.
They still will be the Univ ersity
of New Mexico, branch at Gallup, with all t h at that means.
I was merely making a plea, ~ think, for some f l ~xbility, not second class citizenship, and not nec e ssar i l y
lower standards, but some flexibility which Karl intimates

i ..
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might very well be understood and exercised by department
on campus.
I don't deny that, I think as Joe Zavadil said,
however , it becomes increasingly difficult when you have
them right in the same package at the same time and you
are looking at the criteria in our Handbook and the
emphasis given to certain of these and not to others,
that it might be difficult to bring justice and fairness
to them.
And it seems to me , that degree of flexibility or
separateness, if not autonomy, might be quite helpful.
I still maintain i t would be quite helpful and maybe even
should be required to have consultation with the home
department .
I think maybe that's one of Karl's chief
points .
HEADY

Professor Christman.

CHRISTMAN
Yes, I merely want to add that I really
think that the four criteria will still be used. We are
just talking about a difference in waiting, and I really
think that people here would have the opportunity to be
more compassionate than maybe the review they would
have exclusive for some support for their academic discipline here, because they are maybe out there all by
themselves with fifteen arts sciences, or fifteen social
s~iences, or something else, and a completely different
kind of thing.
I realize that it's hard, and I realize that because
things are hard doesn ' t mean we shouldn't do it. As a
rna~ter of fact, if we do it we should do it right, and I
think having a requirement and maybe this isn't the best
word ing for it, for the consultation, will cause it to
be built in, and build these bridges back and forth.
HEADY

Professor Merkx.

MERKX

I do urge, for the reasons that have already
been mentioned, defeat of Karl's amendment.
However there are some other actions
,
l. You still want to get at the substance of
~lmplest thing to do is delete that sentence
lt wi·1 1 not be subject to review, so that it
·
'f

we can tak e
that.
The
which says
will be
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subject to review.
That would be an alternative of yours.
r would urge defeat of yours and consideration of deleting
that.
You have a third alternative which is to send the
document back to AFAT to build in satisfactory bases of
consulting with more definite consultation process, but
I would urge first to defeat Karl's and I think the
simplest thing would be then to strike this sentence from
the document .
HEADY

Further discussion?

Professor Crow.

CROW
Does the same type of directive hold
administratively as well as academically? As well as are
the decisions of the branch colleges not subject to
review by the Administration? The administrative decisions of the branch college director.
In other words, are they somewhat autonomous in
that respect, any decisions made by the administrator of
the branch colleges not subject to review by the parent
administration?
HEADY

I would say they are subject to formal

review.
CROW

Then I see no reason --

HEADY
Although there may be some reason for, and
some recognition for some need for autonomy and ability
to do things differently in the setting of a branch
college .
Is there any other -- Professor Cohen.
COHEN
I would like to urge you to vote down the
amendment .
I think a good deal of the debate here has
been rather abstract level.
I think we are trying to
establish by debate not in fact therein, practice as to
the nature of what these branch colleges are .
We all should know what they are.
There have been
thousands of them established in the last ten years or so.
They are established at the urging of a local community.
~he university is generally disinterested, no real
interest in them other than occasional sources of
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employment for assistant professors working an overload.
There 's no transfer back and forth of faculty whatsoever .
There 's little communication, as yourself. How often
ave you communicated with the person teac hing at Gallup
in your field?
I realize the expression "second rate inst itution"
wel l, I don't want it to go into the record that that is
what I have used to identify them, but certainly they are
quite different in quality .
The people who teach t here have MA degrees, they
will not be d oing any research, it won't be grading them
on four points, you will be gradin g them on three points .
Let 's not kid ourselves on that one .
NASON

Two, maybe, at best .

COHEN
Well, possibly, but certainly there is not
going to be any research coming out of t ho s e institutions.
The main point is that there is an ambient there, a type
of relationsh ip professional and otherwise, that is so
different from what is going on here, that is quite a
different world.
And I think we do ourselves a disservice if we
assume the responsibilities of making that kind of a
judgment .
For this reason, I think we ought to approve the
mot ion as originally submitted and defeat the amendment.
HEADY

Professor Murphy.

MURPHY
Just a word to add to Sandy's, and that is
the very point that we will be called upon to judge them
~n , will be the very t h ings on which we know or could
Judge less well .
we would know the least about those
aspects. We have no real contact with them, no opportu~ity for feed back from students or colleges. We would be
Judging in a vacuum o f things that would be terribly important to them.
HEADY

Dean McRae .

DEAN MC RAE
HEADY

I move the q uestion on the amendment.

Is t here a second?
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FACULTY MEMBER

Seconded.

HEADY
We will vote on the previous question.
Those in favor please say "aye"; opposed, "no." Two-thirds
majority, I think, was recorded, so we will now vote on the
amendment.
Those in favor of the amendment please say "aye";
opposed, "no." The amendment is defeated.
HUBER

I move the question on the previous main

HEADY

Is there a second?

motion.

FACULTY MEMBER

Seconded.

HEADY
Those in favor of the previous question
please say "aye"; opposed, "no." The motion is carried.
We will now vote on the proposed policy.
not amended it, is that right?
DURRIE
"no."

You have

That's right.

HEADY
Those in favor please say "aye"; opposed,
Th emotion
·
is carried.
HUBER

Move we adjourn.

There's been a motion to adjourn, which has
II
Those in favor p 1 ease say II aye;
op Po S ed ,
We are adjourned.
HEADY

bee n secon d ed .

"no."

Adjournment, 5:10 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

John N. Durrie,
Secretary
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The Institution of a Test Requirement for Graduating Seniors

Recent curricular innovations, non-traditional degree programs
trends toward more open admissions, changing grading practices, and
external pressures for institutional accountability have increased the
need for an evaluation of curricula and assessment of student progress.
A well-designed examination program can indicate the general impact of
a college education, progress toward general education goals, and / or
achievement in a particular field of study.
The Educational Testing Service provides an examination program
called the Undergraduate Program. Three types of tests are available
in this program; these are the Aptitude Test, the Area Tests and the
Field Tests. This program is the most widely used undergraduate examination program in colleges and universities throughout the country.
Representatives of minority groups play an active part in Undergraduate
Program test development and review. If the University decides to adopt
an examination program, it is recommended that this service be used.
The specific recommendations of the Committee on Entrance and
Credits to the faculty are:
1.

That the Undergraduate Program Aptitude Test be required
of all bachelor degree candidates during the fall semester
of their senior year. This test will provide a measure of
verbal and quantitative abilities of the student. It will
require 90 minutes to administer. Because the ACT tests are
also ability tests measuring verbal and quantitative abilities
and required of incoming freshmen, and because the resolution
of the Board of Deans of the University recommended the
possibility of a similar post-test, it would appear that
the Aptitude Test would sample the same kinds of abilities
the Board of Deans wishes to have measured just prior to
the student's graduation. The test allows for national
comparisons and can also be correlated with the entering ACT
ability levels. In addition, the Undergraduate Program
Aptitude Test has been statistically equated to the Graduate
Record Examination (GRE) Aptitude Test making it possible
for the student to assess potential admission to graduate
programs using the GRE scores for admission. No transcript
service is provided by the Undergraduate Program.
The Aptitude Test would likely prove more desirable than the
Area Tests which had been required when the Graduate Record
Examination was an all-university requirement. The reason
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for this is that the Area Tests are more achievement oriented
in the fields of humanities, social science, and natural
science. General Education requirements have been modified
considerably by most of the degree-granting colleges over the
last several years. As a result, several of the colleges have
become liberal with regard to group requirements; and, therefore, many students graduate without having taken any significant
amount of work in the areas measured by their tests. Perhaps
more importantly the BUS program presently accounts for
approximately one-fifth of all baccalaureate candidates, and
the nature of this degree program is totally unstructured.
Therefore, large numbers of degree candidates will have completed little or no course work in one or more of these areas.
Thus, a measure of verbal and quantitative abilities would
appear to furnish more useable information of the variety
sought by the academic deans and data whiah can estimate
institutional impact when compared with Freshmen ACT scores.
2.

It is reconm1ended that · the Area Tests also be required
either of all graduates or a representative sample of graduates
of each degree program. The information obtained could prove
valuable to any college that feels that their graduates should
evidence some minimal ability in each of these three areas.
If a degree program's current structure is such that the Area
Tests reveal a coDmlon weakness, curricula changes could be
considered in the light of this information. The Area Tests
would require three hours of test time.

3.

The Field Tests which are basic subject matter tests in specific
disciplines such as chemistry, mathematics, etc. are available
if any department wished to require its majors to complete tbe
field test. This could be done on a department-by-department
basis.

In conclusion it is recommended that the Aptitude Test be required
of all seniors in the fall semester of their senior year as a minimum
University requirement; that preferably both the Aptitude and . Area tests
be required if time and finances permit to provide richer information
to both the student and various colleges for curricula development; and
that the Field Tests should be exclusively a matter of individual departmental determination.
Students will not be subject to any additional fees in order to satisfy
this graduation requirement.
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FACULTY CONSTITUTION

The Faculty of the University of New Mexico, through this constitution, provides for the organization and procedures by which and
through.w~i~h it may func~ion, wit~in the ~ange of its authority and
respons1b1l1ty, as prescribed by tne Constitution and laws of the
State of New Mexico and the delegation of powers and responsibilities
thereunder by the Board of Regents of the University of New Mexico .
This constitution is the ultimate authority on all ouestions involving exercise of Faculty rights and responsibilities.
There are hereby created the University Faculty and the Faculty
Senate.
Article I.

The University Faculty

Sec. 1 (a) Membership: (No change)
(b) (No change except as reorganization may alter
the numbers and titles of vice presidencies)
(c) (No change)
Sec. 2 Responsibilities:
(No change)
Sec. 3 (a) Organization: (No change)
(b) The Vice Chairman: (No change)
Sec. 4 (a) Procedure:
(No change)
(b) (In first sentence, change the words "Faculty
Policy Committee" to "Committee of Five".)
Sec. 5 (a) Meetings:
(Change the words "monthly during the
school year, exclusive of the summer session " to
"at least three times per ~cademic year."
(b) (No change)
(c) (No change)
(d) A committee of five voting members of the general
faculty who are not members of the Faculty Senate
shall be elected at the first general faculty meeting of each ac~dernic year to prepa:e the.agend~ of
faculty· meet,i ngs; to oversee elections, including
referenda·' to recommend adjustments, . improvements
.
and refinements in ~he faculty organizational
structure; and to represent the general faculty
to the Senate. ,,
(Repeal Sec. 6 entirely and substitute the following:)
Sec. 6 (a) Faculty senate: There is created the Faculty Senate
to which the rc~ponsibilities of the University
Faculty set for~h in Scc 7 2 are hereby delegate~~
with the speci D1c exceptions of (1~ the respon~1
bility of initiating and/or approving changes in
the constituti;p, (2) the responsibility of approving
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candidate s f or academic degrees, and (3) the
respo nsibilities assi~ned by Sec. 7 (a) to the
Academi c Freedom · a.nd Tenure Committee . All
act ions unde r this · dele~ation are subject to
the ri ght s of review and referendum reserved
to t he Univer sity Faculty by Sec. 6 (h).
The Facu lty Senate shall be composed as follows:
(1)

There s hall be one senator from each school
or co llege with an academic faculty, olus
one senator for each twenty-five full;time
f a cu lty members or major fraction thereof
of each s uch school or colle~e, elected bv
the members of that faculty. For ournoses
of cal culatin~ the number of full-time
fac ul ty members the actual number of full-time
cont rac ted faculty will be used. Bud~eted
pos it i ons not filled and part-time faculty
will not be counted. The prooortion of
junior and senior faculty elected as senators s ha ll be as close as possible to the
proport ion of junior and senior faculty in
that school or college. ("junior" refers
to t he ranks of instructor and assistant
professor; "senior" refers to associate
and f ul l pr ofessors).

(11)

A full-time faculty nember holdin~ aoooint ments in more than one school or college
shal l s elect his constituent school or colle~e
for puroo ses of representation in and
election to the Faculty Senate by filin~ a
written notice of such selection with the
Secret ary of the University no later than the
firs t day of the spring semester of each
ele ction year .

(111)

(iv)

There s hall be twenty senators elected at
large , no more than seven of whom may be
membe r s of the faculty of anv one school or
college .
All v i ce presidents of the university and all
deans of schools and colleges shall be ex
offic io , nonvoting members of the Faculty
Senate ; except that the president shall aonoint
two v ice presidents to voting membershin
and t he deans are authorized to elect three
of the i r members to voting membershio in the
Senate.

r-·
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(v) ·The President of the University shall be
an ex-officio member of the Faculty Senate
without vote.
Sec. 6 (c)

Eligibility, nominations and elections:
(1)

(11)

All members of the Voting Faculty as identi fied in Article I, Sec. 1 (b), with the.
exception of ex-offi cio members , sha ll be
eligibl e for elec tion as voting member s of
the Faculty Senate, except that vice
president s of the University and all deans
of school s and colleges shall be elected
to voting members hip only as specified in
Sec. 6 (b) (iv) above , and except that the
preside nt of the University is not eligible
for such membership. ( See Sec . 6 (b) (v) .
Procedures for the nomination of individuals
eligible for el ~ction to the Faculty Senate
under the provisions of Sec. 6 (b) (1) and
Sec. 6 (c) (1) above shall be determiued by
the faculty members of each school or
college, which· procedures and any subsequent
changes therein s hall be fi l ed in writing w!th
the Secretary of the University; provided,
however, that academic deans and vice presidents shall not be eligible. Elect ions of
school and college senators shall be accomp lished ~nd the certified results shal l be
filed with the Secretary of the University no
later than the last working day of the sixth
(6th) week of the spring semester as it
appears i n the official calendar of the
Univers ity .

(111) :Nomirtat ~on s of indiv{du~ls consenting to stand
for election to the Faculty Senate under the
provisions 6f Sec. 6 (b) (111) above shall
be made 'by written netition si~ned by at
least five members of the Voting Faculty and
submitted to the Secretary of the University
no later than the last workin~ day of the
ninth (9th) week of the spring semester as
it appe ars in the official calendar of the
Universit y. Academic deans, vice presid ents,
and other ex-officio members of the Votin~
Faculty \ shall not be eligible for nomination .
'.,,

,,i
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(iv) Elections of al~ me~be r s o f the Facu lty senat

shall be held b1e~n1ally i n the spring se~ester of the academic year, and shall be concuc cd
by ~referential balloting . Bal l oting by the
Voting Faculty for those members of the Faculty
Senat 7 to be elec~ed a t large shall be conducted
by mail, and no ba llot shall be valid that is
not received by the Secre t ary of the University
by the.close of t ~e .te nth (10th) working day
following the offic ia l dat e upon which ballots
are mailed to .member s of t he Vo ting Faculty by
the Secretary of the University , wh ich date
shall appear on the ballot.
(v) The Secretary shall noti f y all Faculty in
writing of the results of t he election of
senators from all school s and colleg s within
five (5) working day s of the deadline specified in 6 (c} (i). Fina l election results
shall be reported by t he Secretar y of the University in writing to each member of the Votinq
Faculty prior to the las t day of t he spring
semester as it appears in t he official calendar
of the University.
(vi) Voting members of the Faculty Senate shall be
elected for terms of two ye ar s a nd shall take
office on July l of the same ye ar of their
election. No one shall serve more than four
consecutive years as a voting member . Before
regaining eligibility following f our consecutive years of service, an inte rim o f at least
two years must elapse.

(vii) Schools and colleges shall provide their own
procedures for filling vacancies in t heir
delegations, which procedure s and any subsequent changes in them shall be filed in wri t ing
with the secretary of the Univers ity . When the
positions of Senator-at-Large become vacant for
any reason, the Committee of Five shall nake
arrangements with t he .secretar y o f t he ~niversity for holding special elections t o fill
such vacancies.
Sec . 6 (d)

Organization and Procedures : The member s of
the Faculty senate shall det ermi ne how the
senate shall be organized and wha t procedures
shall be established to c a rry out the
re sponsibilities delegated to it by
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Sec. 6 (a) above; provided, however, that the
presidin~ officer(s) of the Senate shall be
ele~ted by the voting membership from amon~
the:i.r number.
Sec. 6 (e)

Meetings: The Faculty Senate shall meet no
less frequently than once per month durin~
the regular sessions of the academic year ·exclusive of the summer session. Membe~s of the
Uni vers1 ty Facul_ty may observe the proceedings
in a space provided for them. Individual
faculty members may address the Senate by prior
written request to the presiding officer or at
the request of any senator. The Senate may
provide reasonable limitations as deemed necessary.

(f)

Attendance at Meetings: The Faculty Senate shall
establish reasonable requirements for attendance
at regularly scheduled meetings of the Senate
and shall remove from office any member failing
~o meet those requirements.

(g)

Committees: · All standing committees of the
University Faculty excepting the Faculty Policy
Committee which is hereby exoressly abolished
and the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee
which is expressly preserved in Secs. 7 (a) and
(b) below, shall become nommittees of the Senate
and responsible to it. In order to dischar~e
the responsibilities delegated to it by this
Constitution, the Faculty Senate is empowered
to create, abolish, merge, or otherwise redefine
functions of standing committees of the Faculty
Senate, except the Academic Freedom and Tenure
Committee. Each standing committee under the
jurisdiction of the Faculty Senate as provided
for in this subsection shall have at least one
senator as member. Any -member of the University
Faculty is -eligible for membership on standin~
or special committees. No member shall serve
on more than two standing committees at a time.

(h)

Review and Referendum: The University Faculty
reserves the right of review over actions of the
Faculty Senate in that the Senate is the a~ent
of the University Faculty and exercises all
authority by way of delegation. All actions of
the Faculty Senate shall be reported in writing

2 a/O
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to the Voting Faculty regularly and within
ten (10) working days of such action. Additionally, the approved minutes of the Faculty
Senate shall be dist-ributed to the Universitv ·
Faculty within three working days after the·
meeting at which they are approved.
(1)

All actions taken and so reported shall be
subject to review and reconsideration by
the University Faculty upon written petition made to the President of the Universitv
by not less than ten percent (10%) of the
members of the Voting Faculty, provided
such petition is received by the President
no later than one month after the Senate
action is taken. Senate action shall become effective after one month unless the
President receives a valid petition within
this period.
L

(ti)

(iii)

The president shall convoke the University
Faculty within ten (16) working days following receipt of a valid petition. The
agenda of such a faculty meeting shall be
limited to debate on the petitioned matter(s)
and the faculty may vote to have the Faculty
Senate reconsider the action(s) involved,
which reconsideration must be undertaken
no later than the next regular meeting of
the Faculty Senate.
If the Faculty Senate reaffirms the questioned
and referred action(s), the question shall
then be submitted to the entire Voting
Faculty by mail referendum within ten (10)
working days of the Faculty Senate's action of
reaffirmation. If fifty per cent (50%) of
the Voting ~aculty cast ballots, and if a
simpli majority of those voting disapprove
of the Senate's action(s), the Senate shall
be overruled. Ballots to be valid must be
received by the Secretary of the University
within ten (10) working days from the
official date upon which the ballots were
mailed.

Sec. 7 (a)

(Same as present Sec. 6 (d) )

(b)

(Same as present Sec. 6 (e) )
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Article II.

College and Departmental Organization (No change )

Article III.
Article IV.
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The Administration (No change)
General

Sec. 1

(No

change)

Sec. 2

(No

change)

Sec. 3

(Superseded
repealed.)

Sec. 4

(No change except to renumber as "Sec. 3 •II)

by

new Article I, and therefore exnresslv

"1:2 -

Proposed Policy Statement on Academic Freedom and Tenure at
the University of New Mexico's Gallup and Northern Branches
A supplement to the University's Policy on
Academic Freedom and Tenure now appearing
in the Faculty Handbook, pages 34-42.
The basic principles upon which U.N.M.'s present Policy on Academic
~eedom and Tenure are based shall apply to the branch colleges within
the State as well as to the main campus in Albuquerque.

In the 1mple-

~~ation of this policy at the branch colleges, however, it will be
Mcessary to use some slightly different criteria for the achievement
of academic tenure.

1.

These differences are described below:

As at the main campus, some full-time probationary app6int-

~nts (those leading to tenure) may be made at the branch colleges, but
because of the differences and changing nature of instructional require-

nents on these branch campuses, a larger percentage of temporary and
:erm appointments will be made at branch colleges than on the main cam)Us,

2.

Probationary appointments made at a branch college shall lead

:oward academic tenure in a particular discipline at that branch only
ind not toward tenure on the main campus or at another branch.

3.

The four basesl for appointment, promotion, and tenure used on

the main campus shall apply also to the branch campuses.
10 wever,

It is expected,

that because of the somewhat different mission of branch colle~es,

~re emphasis will be placed there on teaching and service and less uoon
!Cholarship and research.

1

Listed on P 52 of the current FacultI Handbook: teaching; scholarshio,
research, o~ other creative work; service; and personal characteristics.

4.

Recommendations concerning academic tenure for a faculty member

at a branch college shall be made directly to the main campus Vice President for Academic Affairs 2 by the director at the branch.

A recommenda-

tion shall then be made by the vice president to the President of the

University.

Such recommendations and final decisions shall not be sub j ec t

to review or approval by any faculty group on the main campus.

It is

urged, however, that the branch college director responsible for making
such recommendations will seek advice of an appropriate faculty group on
the main campus before reconunending tenure.

For example, the chairman

and faculty of the Dept. of English on the main campus could help the
branch college faculty group and director develop and use guidelines for
arriving at a tenure recommendation concerning a person teaching English
at the branch college, if it is well understood in advance that somewhat
different emphases will be used in the application of criteria at the
branch college.

In addition, the branch college director shall consult

with all full-time faculty at the branch college concerning the tenure
recommendation.

2

Or other main campus vice president as appropriate.
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Proposed change in U.N .M. 's Policy on Academic Freedom and
Tenure

Suggested Change*
Section 4. Notice. Written notice that a faculty
member in probationary status is not to be continued in
service will be given to the faculty member according to
the following minimun periods of notice: 1) ae ;eae~ ~ftree
MQRtAs not later than March 31 ee£ere ~fte eff~~ra~~eft e£
Ais eefteraee a~r~ft~ of the first academic year of faculty
probationary service; 2) not later than December 15 of
the second academic year of such service; or, if a two-year
appointment terminates during an academic year, at least
six months in advance of its termination; and 3) ae ;ease
;~ meftefls in all other cases, not later than June 30 immediately prior"""to the eff~~~ae~eft beginning of the faculty
member's last contract ift eefter eases of the established
probationary period. If the minimum notice date is not met
relative to · ~er the last year of the established probationary
period ee~iee, the faculty member shall have tenure. %£ afty
e~Aer ffl~ft~fflttm fte~~ee aa~e ~e fte~ me~ If the above minimum
notice dates are not met in the event"""of an early tenure decision, the faculty membe~shall have the"""option of remaining
at the University in temporary status for an additional academic year.

* Proposed deletions are indicated by lines drawn through
the wording, and proposed additions are indicated by underlining.
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~

Proposal for Revised Freshman Admission Requirements
Concern over the lack of adequate preparation of many of the University's
entering freshmen as evidenced by studies that have been made in various
offices of the University during the past several semesters has led the
Committee on Entrance and Credits to an examination of existing requirements for admission.
Between 1946 and 1970 criteria for admission as a freshman included completion of specific subject matter at the high school level. Shortly after
the University eliminated subject matter admission requirements, changes
in high school curricula and graduation requirements began which have
permitted students to graduate with considerably less academic preparation
than was once the case.
Although it recognizes that such a move is not a total solution to the
problem, the Committee on Entrance and Credits, meeting on October 11, 1974,
voted to recommend to the General Faculty approval of re-institution, effective with the 1977 Fall semester, of subject matter admission requirements
as reflected in the following revised text for the University's general
catalog. The reason for projecting this change to the 1977 Fall is to
permit high schools sufficient lead time for any necessary curricular changes
as well as for students to become acquainted with and be prepared to meet
admission requirements.

RECOMMENDED REVISED ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS
ADMISSION BY CERTIFICATE
The standard of preparation for admission to freslnnan status in the
University is the four-year high school course.
The minimum qualitative requirement for admission is a grade average of
C (2.0 on a 4.0 system) in previous academic work exclusive of grades in P.E.
activity and ensemble music courses.
High schools accredited by regional accrediting associations, state departments of education, or state universities, are recognized by the University of
New Mexico. Graduates of accredited high schools who meet qualitative requirements of the University may be admitted upon presentation of transcripts showing
a minimum of 15 acceptable units. Graduates of unaccredited or partially
accredited high schools who present transcripts which meet admission requirements in all respects except accreditation may become eligible for admission
upon validating the unaccredited high school work by qualifying scores on the
American College Test.
SUBJECT MATTER REQUIREMENTS. In determining admission status, it is the
primary concern of the University that the applicant have adequate preparation
for successful college work. As evidence of adequate preparation, it is required
that the applicant's transcript show within the 15 minimum required units successful completion of at least 13 units in specified subject-matter areas. Of these
13 units, 9 units must be distributed as follows:
English--3 units
Social Studies--2 units (including 1 unit in U.S. History)
Natural Sciences--2 units, 1 unit of which must be in Biology, Chemistry,
or Physics
Students intending to study nursing are advised to have completed at
least 1 unit in chemistry.
Mathematics--2 units (Algebra, Geometry, Trigonometry, or higher mathematics)
The minimum 2~unit requirement may be satisfied with 2 units of algebra
or 1 unit of algebra and 1 unit of geometry.
A student intending to study engineering or architecture will find it
necessary, in order to complete his prescribed curriculum without loss
.
of time to have completed at least the following high school mathematics.
2 units'of algebra 1 unit of plane geometry,~ unit of trigonometry or
college-preparator; mathematics. See "High School Preparation" in
College of Engineering or Department of Architecture sections. These
preparatory courses are also recommended for students planning to major
in mathematics.
Students planning to enter the fields of pharmacy, pre-medicine, predentistry, nursing, the sciences, or business administration are advised
to include in their preparation at least intermediate algebra and plane
geometry.
The remaining 4 units of the specified 13 must be chosen from the following
list of restricted electives. Not more than 2 units may be chosen from any
one group except for group B.
Group A--English Journalism, Speech
Group B--French 'spanish, Latin, German, and other foreign languages
Group c--Algebr;, Plane Geometry, Solid Geometry, Trigonometry, or
higher mathematics
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Group D--General Science, Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Physiology,
Geology
Group E--History, Geography, Sociology, Economics, Government,
Psychology, Social Science
Group F--Fine Arts (Music, Art, Drama)
The 2 or more additional units may be from any courses for which
credit is granted by the student's high school.
DEFICIENCIES. Deficiencies in one ot. more of the four specified subject
matter areas (English, Mathematics, Social Studies, Natural Sciences) may be
satisfied by attainment of an ACT score of 20 or higher in that area or areas.
All deficiencies may be satisfied by a composite ACT score of 22 or higher.
Subject matter deficiencies cannot be satisfied in any other way.
SPECIAL ADMISSIONS. A limited number of students may be admitted to the
University each year without regard to the specific subject matter requirements
set forth above,upon review and approval by the Committee on Entrance and Credits.

